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RECEIVED

Diversity up
at Columbia
0 School recruiters aim for diverse student body
By Scott Carlson
News Editor

The number of AfricanAmerican students at Columbia
grew this semester to 1,516 from
1,48 1, co,ntributing to an overall
increase in minority enrollment.
According to the Office of
Institutio na l
Plan ning
and
Research, AfricanAmericans
no w
re present 16 pe rcent of the total
undergraduate student
population.
The number of
enrolled
Native
American student s
a lso j umped, now
up to 88 from last
year 's 59.
Overall, the number of minority stude nts enro ll ed at
Columbia increased
this semester. According to
numbers calculated by institutional research, the number of
undergraduate minority stude nts -including
Afric anAmerican . Nati ve Am erican.
Asian a nd Hispanic studentsgrew slightly this semester to
2,898, rebounding from a dip jn

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Sophomore animation graphics major Nathaniel Farmer negotiate.:; the course of a drunk
driving simulator in the Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
on Oct. 19. The simulator, brought to Columbia by Edu-Tainment on its Save a Life tour, has
a built-in delayed reaction to mimic the effects alcohol has on driving abilities.

Columbia nearing
an all-access status

.
j \.:

and assistants in the audio-visual department on the fifth fl oor
and circulation desk, where the
Columbia may fina lly be library is likely to be busiest.
moving toward a "24-hour cam- There may be fewe r staff mempus" with extended library hours bers on duty, but according to Jo
to benefit nearby students- and Cates, dean of the library, that
all it took was o pening . - - - - - . . , makes the new hours posthe library for business
sible.
on Sundays.
" The beauty of thi s
This
semester,
whole operation is that
Columbia's
library,
it's been done on a shoelocated on the first five
string," Cates said. " We
floo rs of the South
hi red no additional staff
Campus Building, 624 S. to do this. It was all internal
Michigan Ave., opened its doors o perations. What it is costing
to students on Sundays from additionally is through security
noon until 5 p.m. T he new ho urs and whatever it costs to heat or
bring the library 's fall semester cool the building."
workweek to 79 operating
Cates said the new hou rs put
hours.
Columbia in line with many of
On Sunday s, the library oper- the other libraries in the South
ates with one reference li brarian Loop in terms of availability
News Editor
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0 Budget for building services and safety prevents '24-hour campus' plan
By Scott Carlson

the 2003 school year total of
2,873 students. Of the 1,772
new freshmen, 36 percent of
them- 630 students-belonged
to a racial or ethnic minority
group.
" Compared to other private
schools, we're a pretty di verse
school," said Eli zabeth Silk,
director of institutional research
at Columbia.
However, the
number
of
Hi span ic students dropped
from 989 stu dents to 961.
They now make
up 10 percent of
the student population. Asian
stude nt enrollment
also
dr o pped ,
tho ugh
only
s li g htl y-now
333 students, do wn fro m 336
last year, accounting for o nly 3
pe rcent of the total popu latio n.
According to the latest ava ilable fi gures, African-Americans
represent 10 percent of DePau l
Un iv,~:.rs i t y's tota l enrollme nt
and only 8.6 percent of the
See Enrollment Page 7

..

and workweeks, even surpassing
the Harold Washington Library
Ce nter, 400 S. State St. , which is
open 60 ho urs a week. DePau l
University 's Loop Library, 1 E.
Jackson Blvd., is open 80 hours
weekly and ava ilable from noon
to 6 p .m. on Sundays. The
library of Rooseve lt Uni versity,
430 S. Michigan Ave., is open
66 hours a week, inc luding from
II a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays.
The Richard J . Daley Library of
the University of Illinoi s at
Chicago, 80 1 S. Morgan St., is
open for 80-and-a-half hours,
and from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Sundays.
So far, Cates said, the number
of people taking advantage o f
the new hours has amazed the
library's staff. The gate countSee Libra ry Page 6
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Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Kim Scheiwe, a sophomore interior design major, flips through a
book on the fourth floor of Columbia's library, 624 S. Michigan
Ave. The library has extended its hours to include Sundays.
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NEWs&NoTES
Andrew Greiner

In This Issue

Editor-in-Chief
Protect our swivel liberties
y buddy Brian has thi s
blueT-shirt with the
slogan "Feminist
Chicks Di g Me" painted acro5s
the chest in bright, white lettering. Brian occasionally wears
this utterly offensive T-shirt in
publ ic, as he confidentl y strides
through Chicago's streets.
When Brian hears a complai nt
about hi s shirt, he stops to
explai n that he supports feminism and doesn't mean any
harm. and confrontations usuall y
end am icably. further reinforcing
the T-shirt 's message.
In America, Brian ca n wear
whatever he pleases, and anyone
can vo ice his or her opinions to
Bri an. It's true freedom.
A group of boys at Sonoma
Valley High School in Califo rnia
knew this when they sho wed up
to their class photo draped in
American flags.
The school prev io usly banned
wearing flags during the class
photo because some Latino students wanted to wear Mex ican
fla gs, a student said .
School officials took actio n.
Mexican fl ag' No way, Jose.
No flags. Period.
School officials deny the
Mex ican flag claim.
But a handful of students defiantly slung the old Stars and
Stripes across their shoulders just
before the flash bulb went off.
In doing so, they caught the
national spotl ight.
Maybe the boys are extreme
patriots . Maybe they're just
rebellio us teenagers. Whatever
the case, they sure knew what to
hide behind.
After the flag-wearing incident, school officials threatened
to ban school photos. No
Mexican flags. No American
fl ags. No photos. Period.

M

Two of the boys were suspended. A third wi ll be soon.
But these teenagers do have a
ray of hope, beca use where there
is flag injustice, where there is
photo-bann ing evil , there isdrum roll please-Newt
G ingrich.
Di sappointed? Eh.
The former Republican leader
stopped by Sonoma to have a little lunch wi th the youths and
congratulate them on their patriotic misch ief.
" If I was a senior in your
shoes, I' d be intense," Gingrich
said to the boys on the patio of
the Piatti Ristorante on the
Sono ma Plaza. " I think the
administration is 100 percent
wrong. They ought to give you
your pictures and have a senior
class picture next year."
Way to go, Newt. Stand up for
the fashion rights of tee nage
America. That deserves applause.
But just up the coast in
Medford, Ore., Newt's old party
was pulling the same act on a
gro up of teachers.
T he Bend Bugle, central
Oregon's free paper, reported
that three teachers were re moved
fro m a Bush campaign speech
and threatened with arrest
because they wore T-shirts with
the sloga n "Protect Our Civil
Liberties" written on them.
The women said, " We chose
th is phrase specifically because
we didn' t think it would be
offensive or degrading or
obscene."
The T-shirts were nonpartisan
and less offensive than "Feminist
Chicks Dig Me," and o n a group
of middle aged teachers, no less.
The Secret Service didn't care.
NoT-shirts. No slogans. No
civil liberties. Period.
The writer at the Bugle

summed it up perfectly.
"President Bush taught three
Oregon school teachers a new
lesson in irony-or tragedy," the
article said.
What ki nd of message does
that send ? For a campaign built
on the notion of spreading freedom across the world, shouldn't
freedom begin at home?
The removal of the Medford
teachers is not an isolated incident. There is a laundry list of
encounters such as this at Bush
rallies where peaceful protesters
are tossed on the ir keisters for
wearing non-Bush slogans. Not
anti-Bush slogans-who knows
what the penalty for that might
be-but slogans that aren't
exactly in line with his message.
The Bush campaign is picking
and choosing freedoms, and
sending a mixed message along
the way.
Gingrich lauds the Sonoma
students for challenging the system and standing up for democracy. Rightly so. These are the
type of kids who grow up to be
players in the democratic system,
exercising free speech, stirring
up discourse and challenging the
system.
These are the type of kids who
grow up to be teachers and wear
dissenting T-shirts to political
rallies in hopes of sending a
clear message to the commander
in chief: "Protect Our Civil
Liberties."
The Sonoma Valley High students got a pat on the back from
a notable Republican while the
Medford teachers got a slap on
the wrist from another one.
We can find a lesson in there
somewhere. What it is I still
haven 't figured out.
-agreiner@chroniclemail.com

Filmmaker
Ousmane Sembene
(center}, with his
translator , Samba
Gadigo (left) and
moderator Crystal
Griffith, speaks to
students of the Film
and
Video
Department Oct. 15
on the second floor
of the 1104 Center,
11 04 S. Wabash
Ave.
Sembene is widely
recognized as the
father of African
Cinema for his work
dating back to the
early 1960s. The
Senegal native has
won several awards
for his work, Including five awards from
the 45th Venice
Mostra in Italy for his
film,
'Camp
Thiaroye' in 1988.
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Announcem•ts
•

Picture perfect

The HotHouse, 3 1 E. Balbo
Drive, features two unique performances sponsored by the
Museum of Contemporary
Photography on Oct. 28. Writer
David Kodes ki performs a
series of short stories inspired
by old fa mily photos, from his
most recent wo rk, titled
"Sharing This Mo ment Not
Remembered." Then, the critically acclaimed musical act the
Trach tenburg Family Slideshow
Players
wi ll perform . The
mother, father and 10-year-old
daughter trio play pop-rock
music to the slides of photographs found in thrift stores .
Theatre Ooblec k perfo rms
Mike Maher's "The Hunchbak
variation," which brings together Beethoven and Quasimodo
for a discussion on the pitfalls
of artistic collaboration.
The show begins at 7:30 p.m.

Admission is $10 and $7 with a
student !D.
For more information, call
(3 12) 344-7104 or go to
www.mocp.org HotHouse can
by comacted at (312) 362-9707.

•

Let the games begin

Columbia's
Sports
and
Enterta inme nt Marketing Club
hosts the first annual "South
Loop Showdown" o n Oct. 29.
The game pits femal e Colu mbia
stude nts agai nst the fema le
Blue Demons fr o m DePaul
University in a game of "powder puff' football. The game
begins at 3 p.m. in Grant Park,
between H arrison Street and
Roosevelt Road.

•

Please don't eat the
books

The
Fic tio n
Writing
Department announces itsfo urth
semi-annual book and ba ke
sale. The sale is open to
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Columbia students, faculty and
staff. It takes place will be held
in
the
Fic tio n
Writing
Department-the 12th floor of
the South Campus Building,
624 S. Michigan Ave.-Oct. 27.
The sale runs from noon to 8
p.m.

•

High 66'
Low 50'

High 66'
Low 48'

High 64'
Low 44'

High 58'
Low 40'

Taking It 'Slow'

Performance artist Hayley
Newma n performs her latest
piece I , "Slow Journa lism" at
the Glass Curtai n Gallery, 1104
S. Wabash Ave., Oct. 29. "Slow
Jo urnal ism" promotes a s lowed
dow n, re flective rel ationship
with informatio n in the world
around us. Newman has worked
with Co lumbia students for two
weeks in a workshop leading up
to the event.
Admission is free and begins
at 7 p.m. For more info rmation
on the event call (3 12) 3446650.

THE
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High 48'
Low32'
All forecasts provided byAccuWeather.com~2004

II you have an upcoming event
or announcement, call The
Chronicle's news desk at (312)
344·7254 or e-mail chronicle@
colum.edu.
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Wise cracks,
Jazz Hands
at 'Ass' show
0 Some audience members walk out on sex topics
of performances, especiall y the
critically-acclaimed
Chicago
improv troupe Jazz Hands Across
Talk of tampons, pot leaves in America.
space and improvised musical theJazz Hands Across America just
ater offered an eclectic variety of fin ished a successful run at the
humor to the crowd at Columbia's Lakeshore Theatre, 3175 N.
Wise Ass Comedy Night
Broadway St., and were
Oct. 21.
~~--~---, recruited by Gallagher to
Laughter came roaring
perform at Wise Ass.
out of the Hokin Annex in
Jazz Hands director and
the Wabash Campus
pianist Mike Descoteaux
Building, 623 S. Wabash
did some fill-in teaching
Ave., where Columbia's
at Columbia last year in
comedic hopefuls came .._..__ _ _ _..../ theater and improv classo ut to test their material.
es.
"We had a really great turnout,"
"We're really excited to be
said Wise Ass host and event here," Jazz Hands performer Aaron
organizer Rebecca Gallagher. Graham said.
"And [we had] a very receptive
With just two words from the
crowd."
crowd, the troupe improv ised an
Aro und !50 students s tarted entire musical, complete with balpouring into the Hokin A nnex lads about Subway sandwiches and
nearly half an hour before show diamond-encrusted bicycles.
time, fi lling the seats and tables
When sophomore Matt Ni no
quickl y, making the second annual took the stage, he felt the need to
Wise Ass an instant success.
share an interesting dream with the
"! think the amount of people crowd.
here tonight really shows how nec"So, I had a dream last night that
essary this kind o f event really is," I was floating on a giant pot leaf in
Gallagher said. "There isn't any- space," Nino said.
thing else like it on campus."
Nino's "Family Guy" and
The event gave students a Christopher Walken impersonchance to perform improv, sketch ations were a few of the evening's
and stand-up comedy.
high lights.
As the acts went on, sex became
"I love doing impressions," Nino
a common theme among the come- said. "I would definitely come
diennes. From a raunchy song back. I had a great time."
describing the male anatomy to a
Senior television writing major
portrayal of an S&M crazed hus- Chris Pagnosi received a loud
band and wife, the acts drove some response
with
his
"Three
audience members to laugh and Chipmunks" reference.
some to head for the door.
"My biggest fear," Pagnosi said,
Freshman theater major Kristine "is that I come home one day and
Spaletto enjoyed the performance there are three chipmunks in my
but was skeptical about some mate- house that I have to raise as human
rial near the end of the set.
boys."
"Some of them were very good,
The crowd responded enthusiasbut some were a bit vulgar," tically to almost every performer,
Spaletto said of some graphic per- some shouting out wisecracks that
formances that had a handful of had the performers laughing as
students getting up to leave.
well.
Despite some raunchy acts, the
Freshman acting major Chris
audience approved of the majority
Beyer got up on stage several
times to partake in improv games.
"(Wise Ass] gives students a
chance to put their stuff out there
and see what they can do, without
being too nervous," Beyer said.
"It's easier to get up in front of
your peers than in front of a bunch
of strangers."
Freshman acting major Matt
Calloway found himself on stage
severa l times throughout the
evening.
"One of my friends got me to do
it," Calloway said. "! would come
back, though. It was interesting,
and had a couple surprises."
Gallagher was very pleased
with the large turnout as well as
the performances.
"I think each Wise Ass has it's
own personality," Gallagher said,
co mparing the show with last
year's. "There were some people
Eric Davis/The Chronicle who did really well, and as long as
Senior Television Writing major people have fun up there, that's all
Chris Pagnosi delivers his comthat matters to me."
edy monologue at the Oct. 21
'Wise Ass' s how.

By Jennifer Sabella

Assistant News Ealor

Eric DaviS/The Chronicle

(Left to right) Christina Anthony. Chris Novoa, Erica ~ lam and ~em ilia Scott of Jazz Hands Across
America sing whi le riding thetr tmagtnary btcycles at Wtse Ass comedy ntght Oct. 21. Jazz Hands
puts on improvised m usicals a nd hails from Second C1ty. Jazz Hands ts scheduled for a run at the
Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 N. Southport Ave., this winter.

SFS getss

ed

0 Refund checks on their way for students who filed for financial aid early
time, but he has been to the SFS
office so many times, it feels like
his second home.
Despite compl icatio ns with
"It's sti ll a work in progress,"
the Illinois Monetary Award
said Mark Kelly, vice
Program and financial jiiiiiiimiiiiiil- l president of student
risks associated with
affairs. "But there is no
Columbia 's
tu itio n
question in my mind
that it is better."
freeze, o ffi c ia ls in the
Office
of
Student
Kelly said at t h is
Financial Services sa id
time last year he had
more than 100 written
that the p rogram is
heal th y.
compla in ts on his desk,
In res ponse to countless com- and today there are almost none.
plaints about the inadequacies of
"Self-service options that didSFS, the coll ege hired former n't exist before are now availIlli nois Ins titute o f Technology able," Kelly said. " Now it's all
controller/bursar Timothy Bauhs o nline."
to revamp an ai ling department.
"I haven 't heard very many
After one year as exec utive complaints this year," Bauhs
director of SFS, Bauhs reported said.
signs of progress in the departOne major change from previment.
ous years, Bauhs said. is that
"The lines, I am very pleased some s tudents received refund
to say, have decreased," Bauhs checks as early as September.
said.
"The leaders of thi s sc hool are
S ho rter li nes may provide the committed [to fix ing the probperfect litmus test for the health lemJ," Bauhs said. "It's a re fl ecof the SFS offi ce. Some students tion of the directi on the college
say the program still has its share is heading, a combined effort o n
of problems.
the college's part to ward beco mFreshman photograph y maj or ing the bes t school of its kind."
Joe Berger said his experience
Bauhs sai d the decrease in
with SFS this year has been written compla ints is a product
awfu l.
o f reg ular meetings with the s taff
"They don't know how to and c loser communicatio n with
communicate," Berger sai d. the college as a whole.
" It 's not the people [working
" We are changing o ur day-tothere ]- they're nice. There are day operations," Bauhs sa id.
just inconsistenc ies wi th the " And the work occurs at staff
information they need."
level."
Berger said he submitted all
The office made planning and
his paperwork properly and o n

By Jennifer Sabella

Assistant News Editor

execution the priority to eliminate inconsistencies, especiall y
when it comes to s tudents getting their refund checks faster.
Bauhs said.
He wants to remind students
that financial aid is competiti ve.
"There are deadlines," Bauhs
said, "and financial aid is a f irst
come, first serve business."
Bauhs recommends s ubmitt ing
FAFSA forms by Apri l I in order
to ensure maximum and timely
fu nding. Besides fed eral funding. he suggests purs uing so me
of the college's scholars hip
o pportunit ies.
The ch anges to the SFS office
are having a positive effect o n
some students.
"My experience this year has
been really good," said sophomore audio arts major Mic hael
Hollis. "And I'm not complaintng.
Bauhs said Oas is has been
helpful for the fi nan cia l a id
department. Students ca n look
online to see thei r awards and
billi ng statements and to find out
th e s tatus of their aid, instead of
corning to the office and crea tin g

lo ng lines.
Kel ly said appl yi ng ear ly 1S
helpful wi th fina nc ia l aid. and
the " anti quated sys tem s" tha t
were in pl ace last yea r are a

thing of the past.
" It 's a ll been re-tooled." Ke ll y
said. " The sta ff was eager 10 join
together and improve services."
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THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES IN CONJUNCTION WITH
DEPARTMENTS OF ART & DESIGN AND LIBERAL EDUCATION PRESENT:
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27,2004
COLLINS THEATER
624 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
4:00-6:30 p.m.
ROOM602

Dance scholar, writer and cultural historian, Brenda Dixon Gottschild will discuss her research on African dancing. G ottschild has been
instrumental in originating and investigating the Africanist presence in European-based American concert-dance forms (ballet, modern,
and postmodern dance). She is the author of Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance: Dance and Other Contexts (1996) and
D ancing in the Dark: Black Performance and Race Politics during the Swing Era.

The l ecture will be followed by a book-signing.
TI-llS PROGRAM IS SUPPORTED BY THE CHICAGO SEMINAR ON DANCE AND PERFORMANCE. A CONSORTIUM OF AREA INSTITUTIONS INCLUDING THE MUSEUM OF COMTEMPORARY ART, COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO,AND NORTHWESTERN UNI VERSITY.

Your writing assignment
is almost due.

-,,
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We don't have a tux,
but we have tutors.
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Columbia College
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33 E. Congress . S uite 100 312.344.8130
www.colum .edu/undergraduat.e/englis h/writ.ingcentlhome.html
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Hall
Events
Monday October 25
Jazz Artist Tom Garling in Concert
12:30 PM

Frequeno?2

Concert

Colun1bia College Television Dept_

Program Guide for University Center on Channel32

Tuesday October 26
Clarinetist John Yeh &
Guitarist Norman Ruiz in Concert

12:30 PM

Jon Faddis Workshop :
What it means to be a musician

1:30PM

Student Concert Series

7:00PM

Campus Update

Wednesday October 27
Student Jam with Gary Yerkins

12:30 PM

Thursday October 28
Jim Gailloreto's Jazz Strings Quintet

12:30 PM

Friday October 29
The Association for Advancement of Creative Musicians:
Mwata Bowden Sound Spectrum
7:30PM
event and more information call: 312-344-

ler.iliii~;i~~=!~=~t:hird

Columbia's forum for campus news, announcements, events, weather info & more ...
MWFSu: 6a, So, lOa, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSa: 7a, 9a, lla, lp, 3p, Sp,7p, 9p, llp

Exposure
Profires of Columbia's faculty, staff & students in their field of expertise.
This week's featured artist: lauren Mclain, Fashian Management major
MWFSu: 10:30a
TRSa: 7:30p

Reel Stuff
Aprofile of student film, video, animation & documentary projects.
This week's featured artist: Joey Burke, Film major
MWFSu: 11 a
TRSo: 8p

Hot Spots
Afast-paced, entertainment program that visits different venues around Chicago.
Featured: Borinquen, Garfield Pork, Waveland Bowl
MWFSu: 11 :30o
TRSa: 8:30p

Out On A Limb
For more info: 312-344-6300
Music Center pianos provide(!
by Ortigara's Musicville, Inc.

The Television Department's Emmy nominated sketch comedy program.
MWFSu: 12:30p
TRSo: 9:30p

Stay Leavin!;J
Dance major Tabitha Foes senior dance project.
MWFSu: 1p
TRSo: lOp

College Town, USA

'i

(NL)

The crew visits co_llege campuses, hang1luts and students around the country.
This week's open house: North Carolina State University
MWFSu: 8p

Garners

(NLJ

Video games of all genres and game platforms ore explored.
MWFSu: 8:30p

A/V Squad

(NL)

Meet musicians and dj's from around the country while visiting some hot clubs.
MWFSu: 9p & 9:30p

Comedy Night School (NL)
Join Professor Doug GordOn on various comedic adventures and lessons.
MWFSu: lOp

The Gleib Show (NLJ
Gleib and his crew venlure to many events and talk with vorious celebrities.
MWFSu: 10:30p

Do you consider yourself a people person?

Half Baked (NL)

Do you like to plan activities for students?

Ahip and entertaining cooking show with various personalities.
MWFSu: 11 p

Would you like to be considered a
student leader on campus?
Then you may wonl to apply for o re sident Assistant po sition for the fall
of 2004. Come out to the Res ident Assistant Information
Sess ion to obtain more informa ti o n. Sessions wil l be held Sunday,

November 7; Wednesday, November 10 and Thurs day,
Novem b er 11 . All sessions will be held in the Comm unity Lounge at
731 S. Plym ou th Court at 7:00pm . For questions p l ease con tac t
Kelli Col lins, Associate Direc tor of Residence Life at kcollins@colum.edu.

Planet X (NL)
Some of the very best footage in extreme sports on the planet.
MWFSu: 11 :30p
{NL) Notional lampoon Network Programming

Do you hove a great film or video that people need to see? Contact:

Frequency TV
Columbia College Television Dept.
312.344.8509
frequencytv@colum.edu
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Campus News

Columbia's
road warrior
0 Sabbatical ahead for art and design chair
By Kristen Menke
Managmg EdiiOI
When Jay Wo lke s tan ed p hotograph i ng the Dan Ry an in

198 1. he was ha ng ing out s unroofs and taking p hotos o f dri ve rs as they w hizzed pas t. A nd
20 yea rs later. the res ult o f h is
daredevil ant ics arc fea tu red in

his new 96 -page boo k. Alo ng
rhe Dil'ide: Photosrap hs of the
Dan Ryan Expressu·ay.
Wolke.
chairman
of
Col umbia ' s An a nd Des ign
Depart me nt for the las t f ive
years. s taned the Dan Rya n
project whi le wal king around

his ne ig hbo rh ood at 19 th and
Ha ls ted streets.
" I ca rne upo n th is sce ne .
wh ic h wa s by th e south branc h
o f the C hicago R ive r. In th e
foregrou nd. you ha ve a ho rn emad e yell ow kayak, a nd it was
ju st s itti ng there in thi s o ld
g ra vel roa d under the high way.
a nd a bove it loo ms th is e normo us engi nee ring fea t, th is mir-

acle o f engi nee ring a nd nex t to
it is an old factory. a n ab an d o ned fac to ry
b uil di ng. ..
he
said.
"I
rea lize d
here in fro nt o f
me wa s th is
st ructure whi ch
defined
thi s
huge S) stern o f
u rban life." he
added.
That
f1r s t
photograph. o f
a ye ll ow kayak.
i~

Libera l Educatio n Depart ment
wh o wro te the co nclus io n to the
boo k.
Wo lk e pub lis hed h is fir st
boo k in 1998- A// Aro und the
House , w hich fo cused o n the
Jew ish A meri can commu nity.

Th is tim e he was a little ner vous
about d us ti ng o ff the 20-yearo ld images.
" It was very scary to view
t hese pi c tu res beca use
tho ug ht I 'd fini s hed th is proj ect.
it was in the ca n. i n the drawer.
I never tho ught these p ictures
wo uld see th e li g ht of da y
a ga in." Wo lke sa id. " You ' re
always loo king a t you r nex t
proj ec t, no t the one you did 2 0
years a go. And I was ve r y
sca red abo ut the age o f the pic tures . w hether they wo uld st ill
tra ns late."
But a lo ng w ith the trep idat io n
came so me s u rpr ise s. Wo lk e
sa id the mak ing of the boo k was
a grea t le a rn in g ex per ience.
fro m a tuto rial o n how to use
Ph otosho p in o rder to res urrect
nega tives tha t dete rio rated fro m

one of more

than 50 th at
ca me o u t o f
Wolke' s a lmost
five years of wo rk in the ear ly
1980s.
" It 's a real irnpo nant s lice of
urban life. It helps us to un derstand th e city more deeply. And
it was an impo n ant event in the
his to ry o f Ch icago. th e c reation
o f that ex pressw ay. It moved
a ro und ;
it
ne ig hborhoo d s
moved peo p le a ro u nd ; it
changed the de mog raphic patterns," said Domi ni c Pacyga,
th e fa c u lty me m ber in the

Library

age to re-ex a mining h is o w n
techniq ue!..
" It 's re mark able bec au se I
th in k some of the m look bett e r
tod ay than they ever loo ked in
the pas t." he said .
" Wh en I w as ma king these
p ictures, I th in k in some w ays I
wa s mo re pho togra ph ic a lly
ex pe rim e ntal. I rea ll y p u shed
th e lim its o f the camera . Th e
way exposures a re made, the
type o f techniques I could a ppl y

Courtesy Jay Wolke

Taken in 1981, the photograph of the yellow kayak was the first taken by Art and Design chairman
Jay Wolke (below right) for his series of photos of urban life. A year and a half ago, he was
approached about turning the series into a book. The photos are now being published under the
title 'Along the Divide,' a joint publication with the nonprofit group Center for American Places.
to the ro ad so that the road
would co me across as a varied
a nd variegated place," he sa id .
"I try to let the s ubjects s peak
fo r them sel ves, perh a ps a little
more than in those d ays whe n I
was con s truc ting the p ic ture
to
a
g reate r
degree."
In it iall y t he
p rojec t
didn't
inc lud e accide nt
ph o tographs, or
" a ft e rs h oc k s ,"
as Wo lke call s
the m . H e lp fro m
the
!ll ino is
Depa rtm e nt o f
Eme rgency was
requi red
in
o rder to ge t the
he
po rtra its
w anted. So fo r
two of the f ive
years he s pen t
d oc um e nt ing the Dan Rya n
E xpressway. he rod e wit h e merge ncy ve hic le personnel.
" W he n there 's a n acc ide nt. if
you 're jus t a reg ul a r d ri ve r
you're caught in a lo ng li ne o f
ga pers, a nd by th e time yo u ever
ge t to the s ite it ' s us ua ll y
clea ned u p a nd yo u c a n't ge t o ut
o f yo ur ca r and s tart shootin g
thi s th ing." he sai d . "So I rea lized the onl y way I w as go in g to
have access to the rea l he art o f

those situati on s was to be able you don't have the same kind of
to ac tuall y ride alo ng with the co mmitments o r assumptions to
dri vers in emergency trucks."
the work that you might ha ve
The book is part of a collabo- had earlier, a nd that made it
ra tio n with the Ce nter fo r very free ing for me . It w as a
A me ri can P laces , a no npro fit very liberating process because
orga ni zatio n that a ims to further I could loo k at the whole projec t
the " appreciati on for a nd affec - now muc h more poetica lly and
tio n fo r the natura l and built pick and choose fro m those
en vironme nt." As part of that images, and cre ate a narrati ve
that I be lieve c ape n v iro nm e nt ,
tures the spirit of
the D an Ryan
p roject
had
the ro ad muc h
two parts. Th e
more. Rather th an
f irs t is made
j u s t the lite ra l
up o f th e landpro gression o f the
sc ape ph o to road as you move
s hot
do w n it," Wol ke
g raph s
w ith a la rge
sa id.
Wo lke is s tep fo rmat 4 by 5
c ame ra,
an d
p ing dow n as
the seco nd is
c ha irma n of the
co m posed of
Art a nd D es ig n
D epartme nt after
po rtraits s ho t
o n 3 5 mm that
th e
2004-2005
are
w ha t
scho o l year. He
Wo lke calls an
w ill still be a part
" a nc illar y" to
of the Columbia
the la nd scapes.
c o m m u n i t y,
"I thin k the
a ltho ugh he w ill
Da n Ry a n is
be on sabbatica l
for a year, photoo ne o f those
th ings
tha t
TheresaSca•br,ouo,hfTheChronide gra ph ing
in
people ta ke for g ra nted . A nd Southe rn It aly.
what Jay's pho tograph s do is
" I a m b as ica ll y a p ic ture
they reall y s harpen our aware- make r. I want m y pho tographs
ness o f it." sa id Pacyga .
to func tio n as a fo rm of deep
"T he be auty of re-exa mining v isu a l experience ," Wo lke sa id .
a proj ect 20 years later is that

few add itio na l reso urces- mos tly hum a n resources-so I knew
we' d h ave to get the s ta ff
involved in plannin g thi s," s he
said .
Out C ates said the rest o f the
sc hool responded positively to
th e idea . pro bab ly because the
school is movi ng toward a 2 4 hou r ca m pus .
Accordin g to Mark Ke ll y, v ice
pres ide nt o f s tud e nt a ffa irs,

" In o ne sense . we 're a 24- ho ur
cam p us bec ause these s tudents
arc here 24 ho urs a day," Ke lly
said . " O n top o f that. the college
will ha ve to cha nge in how it
ope rate s to accommo date th e
c ha ng ing stude nt popula tio n."
Ac cord ing
to
Re becc a
C ourin gto n ,
di rec tor
of
C o lum b ia 's
Ce nte r
fo r
Ins tructi onal Tec hno lo gy. a surve y was d istri b uted last week to
the co ll ege's departme nts, as kin g ho w th ey wo uld a ntici pate
ex pa nd ing the ir hours. Ho we ver,
the results o f the s urvey wo n ' t
be kno wn unt il early Decem ber.
The extens io n o f the library's
ho urs to Sunday is c urre ntl y the
o nl y s te p toward a "2 4 -ho ur

Conlinuedftvm p,v,u Page

or the num ber of time' a pcn.on
has e ntered and ex ited the
library\ fr ont door, -broke the
2 .000 mark la't week, 'he ' aid .
" Eve n If you ta ke into account
the l1brary ' ta ll and s tude nt> and
the cha in ' mokcr> !en terin g and
re-entcnn g dunng the day!.
we' re ' till looki ng a t ' tati!.ti c' I
have never 'ee n befo re," Cates
sa 1d .
Accord1 ng to C'a te,, o ne o f the
ma in 1ncen11 ve' fo r S unday
ho ur' came from the constr uc tion of the Un1ve" ity Ce nte r o f
Ch icago. 525 S . S tate St. S ince
Co lu m b1a i' m volved in a jo int
ho u,i ng ve ntu re w ith De Pa ul
a nd Rooseve lt un ivers it ies ,
Cate' ' ai d , the lib rary needed to
be access ible fo r stude nts fro m
at lea' ! three d iffere nt colleges .

" It '' 'orn c thi ng I ' ve bee n
thin ki ng about ever si nce I carne
he re three yea rs ago," C ates
sa id . " We started think ing seriou, ly about it w he n the
Universi ty Center ' tarted going
up , becau'e we knew we' d ha ve
a bu ilt -in re, ide nt i;d community,
and th ere urc higher expectati o ns o f libraries w hen yo u ha ve
ma ny s tuden ts livin g o n camJlU'

The libra ry's s ta ff began quie tly di,c u,si ng S unda y ho u rs

" mov ing to a 24-ho ur cam pus"

o us ly ha lf a year late r, Cates
s aid . At th;l! poi nt , ex te nd ed

is me re ly a fig ure o f speechCo lum bia 's bu ildi ngs wo n' t be
open at 2 a .m. any time s oo nuse d to describe Co lum b ia ' s

hou rs became a quest io n o f

recent evolution from being a

whe n. no t if. fo r the library, and
Ca tes bega n to take up the matte r with th e rest o f the sc hoo l.
" I k new we'd be dea ling w ith

largely co mmute r ins titutio n to
prov iding alm ost half o f the
school's freshmen w ith c ampu s
li ving .

two years ago, then mo re seri-

cam pu s,"

and

accord ing

to

Susan 13abyk , executi ve assis-

tant in the Office o f Ca mpus
En vironme nt , it will be the o nly
exte ns io n of ho urs for a while.
C ol um b ia does no t have room in
its budget for the ex tra building
services and sec urity required to
keep its build in gs o pe n later.
Regardless. Ke lly sa id lengthie r b uilding ho urs will happenthe rea l q ues tio n is w hen.
" We w ill see an ex te ns io n of
build in g ho urs and da ys . but
we 're not s ure e xac tly what that
me ans yet." Ke lly sa id . " We
want to s tudy this a nd co me up
w ith a g ame plan o f how we' re
going to exte nd the ava ilabilit y
o f o ur labs fo r s tud ents. but
th ere is no que stio n that there
will be an extens io n o f hours at
vari ou s parts o f the college o ver
time ."
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Free face lifts, too
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Be 'boo'tiful
and cash out
0 Fortune tellers, DJ on tap for Halloween part y
Th e fi rst year for the threecategor y contest abo co tnctdc'
with Smit h's fi rst year '" the
On th e day reserved to ho no r party' s orga n izer. Smith ,a,cl
the dead, Co lumbia's annual he hopes the recen t htgh
Hall oween party may possess turnout at se houl events will
the po we r to brin g dead wa lle ts s pill over into thts party.
bac k to li fe. turning the pere n"Th is is a fun year 10 be
nial ques tion of what to wear involved in th i> "'""'"on ."
for Hall o ween into a ""'..------, Smith said .
money making o ppo rtu- ~
Co lu mbia·,
pa>t
nity-a $200 o ppo rtu- •
Halloween part1c' "'
nity.
the Conaway Cen ter
As Colum bia ' s annu- •
have brought 1n 100 to
al Hal lowee n pa rty •
150 't udent>. and
returns Oct. 28 to the • STUDENT llf£ more are expected thts
Herm an n D. Co na way L.ol"-- - -- - ' year.
Center, 11 04 S. Wabas h Ave. ,
" It 's fa ir to say that we arc
so d oes th e $200 cash prize for ass um ing [we' ll have I larger
the winne rs of th e annual cos- c row ds,'' said Vi ce Prcst,kn t of
tume co ntes t. Only this year Stude nt A ffa irs M ar k Kelly.
it's di v ided in to three cate- "[The party is usu ally! packed
gories-scar iest, most c reati ve wi th a lo t of stu dents in wil d
and
im perso na ti o n-w h ic h and crazy costumes."
mea ns th ree lucky Colu mb ia
Fortunetcllcrs. face painters
students will walk"away wi th a and a car icature artist arc It ned
cash prize. O rgan izers expec t up for Thursday's dance party.
record c rowd s for th is year's T here will also be mu,ic
holid ay revel ry.
played by DJ Ge nghi>won.
" A lot of stude nts get pre tty- along wi th free food . Smtth
exci ted ," said Juli e Caffe y, said the party is fu ll of holtday
assis ta nt d irector o f C-S paces.
spiri t "fro m top to bo nom. a ll
Part y
o rgani zer
S ha ro d even ing" and hopes to sec just
·Smith, ad m in istrati ve ass ista nt ho w far Columbia students wil l
in t he Hoki n Ce nte r in th e go .
Wabash Camp us Building, 623
"T he c reative sp irit in al l
S. Waba sh Ave ., said he is Co lumb ia s·tudents is ali ve and
eager to see what Columbia well that d ay," Kell y sai d .
st ud ents c om e up with thi s " [Th ey are] ve ry e ng aged ."
year. Smit h is even gelli ng in to
The event is free and ope n to
the spirit of th e holiday.
th e ;:Publi c . b ut the cos tum e
"There wi ll be different contest is o nl y fo r Col um bia
Halloween trivia, a pumpkin studen ts w it h va lid s tud e nt
pie eating contes t, and a DJ," IDs . The fest iv iti es begi n at 7
Smith sa id . " It 's going to be p .m. and run until II p.m .
fun . [Students sh o uld] co me
For more information 0 11 the
o ut with cos tum es ... I'm Halloween party, call ( J/ 2)
dressing up too."
344-7188.
By Jennifer Sabella
Assislanl Ne.-; E<itor

Massage therapist Roseann Hubbard from Hired Hands (top) works the
more arts management and dance )llajor Tracy Brown during 'Stress Free
The
event, held Oct. 20, offered Columbia st_udents free massages in the Hokin Annex, locatep ·
in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

Enrollment

Continued from Frolll Page

University of Illinois-Chicago' s
total enro llment in 2003. While
the distribution of Hispanic s tudents at all three co lleges stayed
between 10 and 13 percent ,
Asian s tudents represe nted 10
percent o f enrollment at DePaul
and more th an 20 percent at
UIC.
According to Jaime Co ntreras,
the new assoc iate director of
minority recruitment initiatives
in
Co lumbia 's
Admiss io ns
Office, part of the reaso n for the
increase in minority enrollment
has to do with Columbi a's missio n to recruit a bod y of stude nts
who will fl o uri s h at college,
re gardless of natio nality or ethnic bac kground .
·•we have a concentrated effort
... to search out not just minority
student s, but s tudents who fit a
persona of the successful student." Contreras said . "Other
schools grab as many minority
kids. put them in and set up a
whole series of program s.
Co lumbia takes a diffe rent
approach-we' ve learned ho w
to market and ho w to tap into
that market and develo p partnerships."
"We hel d our own in minority
enrollment this year, both in the
overall undergraduate s tudent

body and new stud ents to for a lower income student to go o f the decline h as to do wi th a
Columbia, which is very encour- to college and in this society, lack of communication about
aging because the trend over the particularly
with
African- college preparation.
last several years has been a very American and Latino students,
"A lot of s tude nts are not
slow but s teady decline," said there is a hig her percentage of aware of what a school costs, so
Vice President of Student Affairs low-income students."
they hear a price [of tuition at a
Mark Kelly.
Others have different interpre- pri vate col lege ] ... and the ir preWhile there was a growth in tations
of
the
decrease. s um ptio n is that every schoo l
this
semester's
wi ll be out of the ir
Minority Enrollment: 2004 vs. 2003
minority enrollreach,'' Contreras
1
ment, the percentsaid. "They ha ven't
age of minority
been traine d or
s tude nts in the
exposed to budgetto tal enrollment is
ing, mo ney managedown I percent
ment,
identify ing
fro m last year,
finan cial aid ... so
dipping to 30 pe rthey unfortunatel y
cent. Since 2000,
don't cons ider colthe percentage of
lege because of a
minority students
lac k of college
enro lling
at
preparatio n until the
Columbi a
h as
sprin g time, and by .
sli pped,
fallin g
that time any viable
a lmost 4 percent
financ ia l aid has
over fo ur years.
bee n used up ."
Linsey BurrltVThe Chrooicle
Contre ras said the
Kelly's interpretation of the decrease involves According to Silk, it's a matter school is trying to combat the
c urrent pro blem s with American of the ratio between in-state and p roblem o f s tudents wh o arc
colleges on a national scale. ·
out-o f-state students.
unprepared fo r the college expe"What's working against [the
" 1 think part o f the re aso n rie nce by bring ing the college
increase] is the eco nomics of might be that most of o ur growth c ulture into minori ty communigoing to college, with Pell a nd has been o ut-of-state students, ties. Contreras sa id th roug h
MAP gran ts s taying flat and and that group has been propor- Co lumbia. he has alread y done
tuitio n rising at colleges in gen- tio nately less minority than o ur 15 works hops and presentatio ns
eral." Kelly said. "Every year, it local students," Si lk said.
in those co mmun ities, whi c h
becomes a little more difficult
Contreras sa id he believes part focused o n apply ing for and

rece1vmg finan cia l aid, gra nts
and scholarships.
According to Contreras, he d id
20 presentations for prospccti ve
minority students in community
centers and nontraditio na l edu cational setting s. This year, h is
goal has mo ved up to at least 30.
"This fall. we' re do ing sessions in different communities."
Contreras said . ''I' ve schedul ed
in the African- America n, /\ sian
and Latino and the [gay. lesbian,
bi sexual and transgenderj communit ies
s pecific
sess10ns
des igned to talk to the student!>
a nd their pare nt s a bout what
they' re looking for in a school."
Kell y a lso said o ne of the
ways Col umbia is try ing to ma rket itself to more prospective
minority st ude nts is with incenti ves fo r high school grad uates
o f C hicago p ublic sc hoob . Th i!>
yea r, Co lu mbia o ffered 76 O pen
d oor Sc ho larshi ps. a $4,000
scho lars hip
intended
for
C hicago Public Schoo!. graduates. In 2003, Co lum bia handed
o ut on ly four, Kel ly said.
"Our responsibi lity is to make
s ure we don't let those econom tc
forces .... rewnte who we are."

said Kelly.
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GLASS
curtain

GALLERY

C33 HOKIN
CENTER
GALLERY

conawav
center

SPA C ES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUM BIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

CALL FOR
PARTICIPATION
IN STUDENT
CURATORIAL BOARD
At.t.ent.ion Art. & Design,
Art. Ent.ert.ainment., Media,
Management.,
Phot.ograph\:J
st.udent.sand ot.her int.erest.ed
leaders ...are
\:JOU
st.udent.
1nt.erest.ed in part.icipat.ing
in t.he curat.orial process
oP t.he [C]Spaces' exhibit.ion
c alendar?
·
We are Porming a st.udent.
board oP qualiPied st.udent.s
wit.h an int.erest. and apt.Lt.ude
in exhibit.ion planning and/or
curat.orial pract.ices. This is
a great. opport.unit.\:j t.o have
art.ist.ic input. and develop
\:JOUr art.s administ.rat.ion
r esume. There will be bi-weeki\:J
meet.ings t.hroughout. t.he
semest.er. The aut.horit.\:j and
r esponsibilit.ies oP t.he board
will be mut.uall\:j agreed upon
at. t.he Pirst. meet.ings.

TICTOC CALL FOR PERFORMANCE ART
AND SITE- SPECIFIC WORK!
We need you to make Open House more fun. tertured and representative of
what Columbia College Chtcago students can do!!

Proposal must include:
CONTACT INFO, Name, address. social security I, phone number, email
address. major/year in school and any collaborators' names and info.

PERFORMANCESIINSIALLATIONS· Saturday, October 30 11- 1 PM

PROPOSAL INFO, Describe your idea, Duration, Visual aspects,
general description of the pie<:e Where do you want to do it? Technical
requirements? (these should be mimmal).

In search of Art pteces that are stte-spectftc, to be per1ormed tn nooks
and cranmes. gallenes, hallways, lobbtes of Columbia and along Wabash
Avenue. Work should be performattve pteces wtlh a strong vtsual element!
Short, dural tonal, mtelact1ve. stat1c? You call the shots.

E-mail • short proposal by IPM friday, October 11 lo
hoklncenter@colum.edu, CJ dJOp it off at the Hokin Center,. If you have
a concept that you need help bringmg to hUllion, gel in touch with Julie
Ca lley, 311/344-7696 or Jcalfey@colum.edu

Please submit. a let.t.er oP
int.erest. and r esume t.o:
Julie
CaPPe\:J.
Assist.ant.
Direct.or [C]Spaces. 623 S.
Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL 60605,
email t.o jcaPPe\:j©colum.edu or
drop it. in t.he Hokin Galler\:)
oPPice mail box.
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[C]SPACES IS A DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS,
FUNDED ENTIRELY BY STUDENT ACTIVITY FEES.

Performance:

7pm, Friday, Oct. 29
Glass Curtain Gallery
Participate in the web log:

http://cspaces.colum.edu/
slowjournalism/
Join us for Slow Journalism, a performancebased evening with internationally renowned
performance artist Hayley Newman and selected
Columbia College Students that have participated
in the residency with the artist. Lecture and
Performance are free and open to the public.
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Class focuses on
service, not study
0

Writing course supports women's safety

By John Wicencyjusz
StaffWn!er

Swdcnt> in Michelle Sayset''
Wnung About Women\ Safety
class arc trying to help cu rb
domestic violence one essay at a
lime.

13ased on the principles of
communuy sen ~ee. the class
focuses on wor~mg with banered
women's
shchers
in
the
Ch1cagoland area and writing

e»ays about the cxpencnccs they
had while volumcenng.
"A' a class. we hclp shelters
orga ni ze different event> and
wor~ dJrectly "ith the women,''
,:11d Saysct. "Our mam goals are
10 get these women's stories out
there and 10 raise awareness of
th e situation. [Baneryl is a dirty
linlc secre t that no one wa nts 10
talk aboul. so we feel that we are
doing a good thing."

Thi> >emester. the class has
worked closely with Southwest
Women Working Together. a
non-profi t women's organization
on the South Side of Cl~icago that
tries to empower women and

poim them in a positive direc tiOn.

"The class helped assist in
organizing a domestic violence
speak-out on Oct. 16." Saysel
said. "I! was a great way to help
ra1se awareness

Heather Hornor. a freshman in
Saysct's class. thought the speak-

out was a good experience.
"I loved the event,'' Hornor
said. "I think the class was able
to get a good feel of what the
shelter and the class arc all
about."
Saysel has been teaching the
class. which fu lfills the English
Composition II requirement. at
Columbia for more than a year.
Last year. the class displayed a
project in the Hokin Ccmer in the
Wabash Ca mpus Building, 623
S. Wabash Ave., to help ra1se
awareness for banered women.
"We had a display called the
'Clothesline Project' in the
Hokin Cemer.'' Saysel said. "Tshirts with the stories of many
women survivors were displayed. We now have more than
100 T-shirts.''
Sayset was chosen to teach the
class because she conccmrated in
women's studi es in college and
has previous experie nce working
in shellers. she said. The current
semester marks the third time
that she's tau!!.hl the class.
Most class~s don't reach out
imo the community. which
makes Sayset's class special. she
sa id.
"We've had some great discussions so far," Hornor said. "I
think the discuss ions have
changed the way [the class!
thinks . We now know so much
more about what these women go
through than we did before."

Students 'show-off'
0

Portfolio Center to be ready by January 2005 .

By Tunisia Fortson
S!afWr:er

Columbi a's Portfolio Cemer is
currently hosting "Show-Off," a
program that g1ves seniors and
recem graduates the opportu nity 10
expose their portfolios 10 professional> in therr chosen field.
Students arc given the chance to
network with professionals in their
field. according to Mau Green,
mdustry relauon' coordrnator at
Columbia. The Fall Rev1ew se>sions wil l comi nuc through Dec.
17.
Although "Show-Off" IS not
adven1sed a> a recruiung evem,
rndu,try leaders lrom adven1srng,
anrmauon, fash1on design and
management. filmmak1ng, f1ne
ans. graph1c des1gn, JOurnalism,
mouon graph1cs. the performing
arts, phmography and posl-produ<:tion arc ac11vely scouung talent
and offcnng Mudents therr expen1!\C
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crcatmg and ~howca~mg

profes"onal work.
'The;e work1ng and successful
prolessronab w1ll oiler students
adv1ce on !herr bo<ly of ww k, 111
term\ of how lo make 11 better.
how lo make 11 marketable and
how 10 talk about 11 111 an 111lerv1ew," Green sa1d
The 1ev1ews usually allracl
around 200 student pa111c1panl\
and 50 1n<lu\try leaders One \ uch
\luderH, We\ley I fall, a senror
advcrtJ\Jng and dc\1gn rnaJtH, '~ud
he hope\ to gm n

ton t~u.: l\ 111 Ill ~

f1cld and maybe even a lreclance
opportunity.
Even!Ua ll y, the Ponfol1o Center

will offer s!Udenls advice on bu ilding a bener portfolio. The allinclusive Advising Center, which
will offer resume and networking
advice, was created after a major
departmental restructuring. The
Columbia Works job board and
Ponfolio Cemer are now included
under its flagship.
C urrently each
indi vidual
department offers ponfolio-build ing classes. but soon this will be
1ncluded in the Ponfolio Center's
~ervice~.

"One of the goals of the newly
established Portfolio Cemer is a
websi te that allows studems to
access a succc"ful sample portfolio of other S!Udent;, graduates and
professionals in their field as a
guidance in establishing their own
portfo lio," Green said.
They hope to have the center up
and running 111 January 2005.
Seniors and graduate students can
help in this transition by fi ll ing out
an on li ne profile through
Columbia Worh. The profile
include' 'l udents' majors, years in
school and career choices. This
allow' the center to send them job
lead' and n011ce> of vis iting profe"ionals in their lields.
Upcomi ng visi ts from industry
leaders
incl ude:
Broad view
Mcd1a, The Ch1cago Tribune, Red
Eye Stud1o, Fathead Design and
WLS 890-1\M. 1\ complete schedfo1 m

f<u

"S how 0 11"
"
available
Columb1a 's websr te.

al

ule

and

n:.gJ\tratmn

(luc.\llfJII.\ ca11 be dtrec ted to tlte

Portf olio Center at (J / 2) J44 7280.

Eric Davis/ The Chronicle

A member of the Sidi Goma dance troupe performs the Kari Damal (above) following the opentng ceremony of Dance Afnca Chtcago Oct. 10 (ptctured below). The Kari Damal dance honors
the satnt of the Stdts, a group of former Afncan slaves who served the kings of India.

'AYA' will survive
0 DanceAfrica festival salutes strength, perserverence at Chicago Theatre
Lisa Frame
S!affWnler

North
America's
largest
African arts and dance fest ival,
DanceAfrica Chicago came to
the Chicago Theatre Ocl. 22 to
24 . The C hi cago stop was
sponsored by the Dance Cemer
of Co lumbi a.
DanceAfrica Ch icago, c urremly cele brating its 14th year.
showcases four different native
dance groups from aroun d the
world: The National Song and
Dance
Co mpany
of

M ozam bique
(Maputo,
Mozambique ), Peru Negro
(Lima, Peru), S idi G oma
(Gujaral. Ind ia), and the Ko-Thi
Dance Company (Milwaukee) .
Heidi Pearso n, DanceAfrica's
publi c re lati ons associate, said
this year's goal for th e traveli ng
s how is "increased participation
among Chicago, and Col umbia
Co ll ege Chi cago me mbers,
staff, and stude nts espec iall y."
DanceAfrica C hicago started
in 1991 as a weeklong festival
with lectures, dance demonstrati ons a nd community perform-

ances wit h a three-ni ght finale
of perform ances by the Dance
Center at the Chicago·Theatre,
175 N. State St.
DanceAfrica Chicago cont inues 10 com memorate the native
traditions. indigenous dances
and music fro m African c ul tures. DanceAfrica C hicago
now works with more than 50
community-based organizations
and sc hools and offers lecture
demonstratio ns, ma ster classes
and workshops.
"This is great for the com mu nity: working with the artists
whi le learning about the c ul ture," said Dimitri Moore,
DanceA fri ca C hi cago program
coordi nator.
This year's them e "AYA!"
comes from a Ghanian Adinkra
wri ting symbo l that represents ·
s ur viva l, stre ngth, perseve rance.
reso urcefulness
and
endura nce. DanceAfrica 's mission is to al low a udiences to
witness and di scover the traditio ns a nd cullural expressions
that the tribes have preserved
for many generati ons.
'The per formers reall y g ive
life 10 the theme," Pearson said .
Each dance tr ibe is eval uated
and hand -se lec ted by co fo under and artistic director
Chu c k Davis . Davis tra ve ls
ex tens i ve ly to host a ud it ions
for thi s c ullurall y diverse lineup of dancers.
This year's show had more
than 80 dancers . For some of
the m, this was their first time in
the United States. So me of the
tribes have tr;ms lators because
they can only spe ak their nati ve
languages. making for a true
c ullural experience.
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Out On a Limb is Columbia's premiere sketch comedy
series written, produced, directed & edited by students
working under the supervision of production & writing
professionals.
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Somebody"s watching me
0

FBI may tap digital connections nationwide

By Adam J. Ferington
Associate Editor

on~~ing ~~~

on Terror. few
things are as
vital as ·information .

·

earl y two
dozen
gov-

ernment agencies are com mitted

to. and responsible for, s1fting
through the endless sea of information that nows via the Internet
thro ugh s mall busin esses and
colleges. regardless of public or

The Department of Justice, as
we ll as the FBI, is placing press ure
on
th e
Federal
Communications Commission to
include access to broadliand and ·
dial-up. Internet under CALEA,
effectively allowing law enforcemen t to canvass the digital divide
with impun ity.
- .-. '- ·
If the measure is adopted the
majority of Internet service
providers will be required to alter
and rewire their systems to allow
federal government access to
customers'

information.

Although a " trace and trap" order
wi ll still be required for federal
private status.
examination of a client's data,
What was once a diffi cult task CALEA places the li abi lity of filhas been magni fi ed by the tering user information on the
specter of 9/ 1 I and the ongoing ISP.
reconstruction
"Every servof Iraq into ·a
ice
provider
huge task.
wi ll have to
"If Congress passes a law,
When th e
we don' t have a choice [on comply with
Patriot
Ac t
CA LEA," said
was
signed whether to enforce it] unless Gera ld ine
into law in
it's ruled unconstitutional." Matise, deputy
respon se
to
chief of rules
the
9/ 1 I
and policy for
- Lauren Patrich,
attacks,
it
the engineerthe Telecommunications Bureau ing division of
granted
judicial arm
the FCC.
employee for the FCC
of the u.s.
"[CALEA]
governme nt
requires that
expanded powers for monitoring every ISP separate their content,
and collecting intelligence to and puts responsibility on the
assess threats on a domestic carriers to protect their users."
level.
Unli ke tradi tional wi retapping
However, the most recent ini- that only monitors a sing le reciptiative by the U.S. Department o f ient, observation of Internet
Justice to obtain sensiti ve infor- activity cannot be narrowed
mation is not a resu lt of the down to a single user. Literally
Patriot Act. but rather a m ling hundreds of Internet users share
that is nearly a decade old.
the same Interne t provider
In I 994 , the Communications address, meaning that it's necesAssistance for Law Enforcement sary for federal agents to sift
Act was passed, requiring phone through thousands of packets of
companies to alter their telecom- data in order to pinpoin t a single
munications networks so federal user. But because of the way netagencies could have access to works are engineered, governphone conversations and place ment monitoring of Internet trafwire taps on phone networks.
fic may result in third party data

Ryan DugganiThe Chronicle

inadvertently being obtained.
Documents obtained by the
Electroni c Privacy Information
Center from the FB I show
"beyond question, that surveillance conducted in packet-mode
environmen ts can result- and
indeed has resulted-in the unauthorized capture of third-party
communication."
At a time when the national
dialogue between free speech and
terrorsim has become exponentially louder, the current proposal
is beginning to snowball into a
con tentious debate .
" It's an unjustified reach on the
part of the FBI for them to try

Tina WagneriThe Chronicle

High-speed networks, like the one connecting all of Columbia's computer labs, may soon be subject to arbitrary and and unsolicited surveillance by law enforcement officials. ·

and monitor electronic communi- broad approjlch is precisely what
cations with impunity," said Jay DOJ now seeks."
Stan ley, communications director
However, both the FBI and
for the technology and liberty Department of Justice have
project of the American Civi l directed remarks away from the
Liberties Union. " It's unconstitu- matter, s-imply d'ismissing . the;tn•,. •
tiona l for
the
FBI
and 'as scare ·taCticS. ·'R·~f!T~·~tati~!s~.. •
Department of Justice to dictate from both organizations ref\lsed,•
the terms of a growing indus- to comment on the iss ue.
try-you can't let government
With the deadline· for the FCC
veto public communication."
to rule on the ~eJ-s.ure--.Jast •
many
service ~
So far, the FCC has remained approaching,
relatively tight-lipped about the providers are preparing to
initiative and its potential snags, upgrade and alter their systems to
referring only to the existing comply with federa!.lllws:"'
"The government will pay carCALEA guidelines that are
beginning to show their age with riers to retrofit their systems, but
the emergence of new technolo- it is the carrier 's respon$ibility to
g ies.
find a way to supplement the
"If Congress passes a law, we added cost of maintaining their
don't have a choice [on whether networks," said Matise.
to enforce it] unless it's mled
Many people remain skeptical
unconstitutional," said Lauren and apprehensive about the pro-·
Patrich
of
the
FCC's posal.
Telecommuni cations Bureau.
" If you look at the traditional
T he
Electronic
Pri vacy telecommunications network,
Information Center recently they're a mature system,"
brought a document before the Stan ley said. "The current state
FCC commenting on the juri sdic- of CALEA is more than enough
tion limits of CAL EA , stating to obtain necessary inform'ation
that "Congress specifically fou nd for Jaw enforcement. Tbe
that [the] broad application of Internet, it's a relatively young
CA LEA to all electronic commu- system. A) lowing so~tlring like
ni cation systems was 'neither this to occur could." radically
practi cal nor justified io meet any change the direction· that it takes
law enforcement need.' Such a within the next five or 0 years."
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"Let's

Playt ~~JAMIE

MURNANE/A&E EDITOR

begging strangers for candy all
day, were asleep.
It was 1 a.m . when the power
went out (or when my stepfather hit the switch). The
omnipresent theme from the
Halloween movies was eerily
pulsing out of the speakers.
There was fake blood, fake
knives, me dressed as Samara
from The Ring (which scared
even me When I looked in the
mirror) and a gorilla suit: all the
makings of the perfect family
fright night.

me too much.
I've realized t basically have
to keep my television off or I
will inevitably be subjected to
previews for new, creepier horror films or be reminded of what
TBS will be showing yet again,
the entire Halloween series.
Apparently, it's just not
Halloween unless Jamie Lee
Curtis is screaming 2417. But
I've always been a big fan of
that 's not even the worst. That's
Halloween. There's no other
Child's Play.
time 1n wh1ch such blatant
The film, which came out in
absurdity is allowed, let alone
What, that's not a nice thing
1988, has haunted me since I
encouraged. 1 love the parties,
to do to a bunch of slumbering
was seven. For the three peothe dressmg up, the haunted
10-year-olds? We thought
ple in the world who may not be
houses and even the annoying
they'd find it highly amusing,
familiar with the movie, it
noise-making decorations (not
but it turned out they were just
revolves around a serial killer
to mention the parties).
in shock. After realizing, first of
taking over the body of a harmMy family's always been one
all, that they weren't dreaming,
less, cheerful-looking doll. Boy,
of those families. You know the
they eventually stopped conif ever looks were deceiving.
ones: sticking fake limbs out of
vulsing and managed to laugh it The "doll" assumes its role as a
the yard and playing "Monster
off. "I knew it was you the
young boy's companion, promMash" whenever possible. Last
whole time," my sister, Mandi,
ising to be "best friends 'til the
year, we took it to an all-time
claimed, wiping the tears from
end" while stalking and slashing
high by going to an old (I guess
anyone possible.
her eyes. Tears of joy, I'm sure.
it'd be redundant to say "dead")
I'm also sure she and her
My entire childhood, I was
cemetery at night. Sure, it may
friends will grow up to be perafraid of dolls. I was sure they'd
have been disrespectful, but it
fectly fine-a little therapy
come to life and try to murder
was scarier than any $15
never hurt anyone.
me in my sleep. I mean, really,
haunted house-and we were
There's just so much fun to
who makes a horror movie in
careful where we stepped. The
have around Halloween. But
which the main antagonist is a
trip forced a few words out of
there is one thing I don't like
My Buddy look-alike in the late
my mouth that I'd never say in
about the day of the dead.
'80s? That's just guaranteeing
front of my mom, but I was
Well, several things, technically: kids are going to be screwed
pretty sure she said some too,
up.
the horror movies. All the blood
so we were even.
and
guts
gross
me
out,
and
the
Even now, I squirm when
After the graveyard romp,
screaming and running the
someone references the film
cheap Halloween entertainment
wrong way (like that would ever (and its sequels) or that
in a tiny town, my family and
happen) is completely unavoidhideous redhead Chucky. Even
friends reconvened at my parable this time of year. While
the name terrifies me. Even
ents· to have a little fun with my
writing it as I just didmost of the movies are incredithen 10-year-old sister and her
bly cheesy and downright
"Chucky"-sends chills up my
friends, who, worn out from
laughable, others simply scare
spine. In fact, I'm so afraid I
can't even finish this.

to be for Halloween?

Dea nna

L oze n ~ ki

Semor
G raphic Design
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Fine Ar ts

Maq Maqiyayo
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Betha ny Kovach
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Interpol need no Antics

PRE-BROADWAY WORLD PREMIERE

The coolest band on Earth takes over the Riviera

The story is all new.
The hits are all Elvis.
RECEIVED

\

~ "t~
ocr 26 2oo~
Mu Ic~tllMBIA COLLEGE

s

CDI1EOY

By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
nterpol are too cool. They are ance on his knee.
mod artists and musicians; half of
The best thing about a band with only
them
attended
New
York two albums is that their hour and a half
University. If any band is instigat- set can easily fit fan favorites and sining "the new wave" of '70s-style New gles from both releases. This also signifies Interpol's success.
York swingers, Interpol are the ones.
Before they saunter on stage, the
Interpol
brilliantly
translated
quintet exudesa Brooklyn aura . "Obstacle 2" and "NYC" from Turn on
Dressed suavely in sweaters, suits, the Bright Lights. The set was heavily
occasionally ties and suspenders, populated with tracks like "Slow
Interpol's members are dressed as Hands" from Antics, which was the only
sharp as the music they play.
alteration from their opening set for the
Interpol opened their set at the Cure this summer as part of the
Riviera Theatre, 4750 N. Broadway St. , Curlousa tour.
Banks only spoke once or twice,
on Oct. 17 with "Next Exit," the first
song on their sophomore album Antics. thanking the crowd shortly. The rest of
The band released . - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - , the spectacle
their ground breaking
was left up to
the accompadebut album Turn on
the Bright Lights on
nying
light
Matador Records in
show strategi2002, making Antics
cally pulsating
one of the most
at the right
anticipated albums
beats and guiof the fall .
tar riffs, as well
as
Kessler 's
Interpol remains
co nstantIy
serene and collected
for a band under so
e ng ag i ng
much critical presdance moves.
Interpol do not
sure. The stage
need any ondemeanor of vocalist
Paul Banks, bassist
stage antics.
Carlos Dengler, guiInterpol's crittarist Daniel Kessler,
ical comparidrummer
Sam Interpol's highly anticipated sophomore son 10 Joy .
Fogarino an d tour album, 'Antics', was released Sept. 28 on Division most
likely
began
keyboardist Glasco, Matador Records.
is intensely focused
when someone
on the dance-infused downbeats and saw Interpol live. Banks and Joy
gloomy disposition that their music Division's vocalist lan Curtis share a
manifests.
mellow desperation that holds a
Interpol are full of separate entities, stronger presence in person . While
though together they are concrete. Antics and Joy Divisions' studio recordThey hardly interact with one another. ings, pre-Curtis' suicide, have obvious
Banks keeps his head tilted toward the production differences, Interpol mainground, fixed on his concentrated lain the very statutes that made Joy
vocals and chord plucking. Kessler Divis ion as revolutionary as they were.
slides and sashays on stage right. His Upbeat and atmospheric meltdowns
slightly repetitive dancing is both are relatable and well understood.
endearing and ironic. He looks the much like the band members themclosest to actually enjoying himself.
selves.
Not once do they ever crack a smile.
Carlos D seems the most accessible
On stage left, Dengler (or Carlos D band member. A frequent DJ in New
as he prefE.rs to be called), remains in York and Los Angeles, he sometimes
his allotted 10 feet. smoking on his spins at the Interpol after-party. As for
bass breaks and swinging his instru- the rest of them, as relatable as they
men! low, sometimes shifting its bal- are, they still remain untouchable.

I
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rt is scary. Well, it is
when it's Halloween
art, anyway. The day of
the dead is famous for costumes, begging for candy and
apple bobbing, but it's also
making a big dent in the art
scene in Wicker Park.
This year, the Jinx Cafe
Gallery, 1928 W. Division St.,
is the host of the 6th Annual
Halloween Art Exhibit, "the offi·
cially trademarked exhibit that
showcases nothing but 20 and
30 art based on the historical
and contemporary views of
Halloween.
Inside Jinx, more than 50
paintings and sculptures adorn
the black and orange wallsand it'd be impossible to miss
the doll heads floating in
Mason jars full of "blood" on
the shelves behind the counter. Very appetizing.
It's not uncommon for galleries to display Halloweenthemed art, but what makes
this official exhibit different is
it's one of the few that focuses
primarily on Halloween, said
Jessica Kronika, the director of
the exhibit for the past four
years-especially in Wicker
Park, an area known for its
wide range of galleries. In fact,
she and exhibit producer Scott
Jackson plan the exhibit all
year.
But why a whole exhibit dedicated solely to Halloween?
"Can you say why it is you

trick or treat on Halloween? I
mean, we have no idea,"
Kronika said. "So, from an
educational standpoint, we've
been doing the research on
the various names the holiday
goes by around the world and
encouraging artists, from their
various perspectives, to create
work that interprets: What is
Halloween? Why do we celebrate it?"
Halloween , Kronika said,
dates back to children in
Ireland going door-to-door,
asking for offerings for their

A

deceased ancestors whc are
believed to be able to come
back
to
visit
around
Halloween. "From that, we
have gotten our modern-day
trick-or-treating," she said.
The art on display at Jinx
ranges 1rom realistic to
abstract to expressionist. All
the different views available
seem to have some relation ,
Kronika said.
"America's such a melting
pot, and this holiday in particular has been really influenced
by that, which makes it a great

thing to get artistic interpretations from. It shows how much
the cultures have blended and
influenced each other."
A costume reception, which
is open to the public, will be
held at Jinx for the "Halloween
Art Exhibit" Oct. 30 from 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
'We recommend costumes
for anyone who comes,"
Kronika said. "It's part of the
fun of the holiday."
For more information on the
exhibit, visit www.halloweenartexhibit.com.

I
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Fresh outot

Film school

Aussie duo watches homegrown
project grow into this fall's hot thriller
By Todd Burbo/ Assistant A&E Editor

Chronicle: Did you try
to make this movie in
your native Australia?
Leigh Whannell: Well,
the script was written to
be shot in Australia, in
our backyards basically,
with our friends. It was
only when we finished
the first draft and
showed it to our agent,
who was like, "This is
pretty good- let me
show it to someone," and we were fucking military about it. We were like, 'Yeah, you can
show it to people, but we're still making ill' He was like, 'Just calm down, man. Let me show
this to some producers.' And then sure enough, there was some interest. So we tried to
finance it in Australia for about a year, and we were really down about it, so as a last resort,
our agent was like "Why don't we take it to America, where they make this stuff and understand it?" And we thought that was like trying to climb a sand dune, and you don't quite
make it because you're asthmatic, so your friend says,
'That's cool, we'll try Everest next week.' We couldn't
get money in Australia, so now we're going to go to the
biggest film market in the world and make it there?
Well, our agent is very tenacious, so we just shot one
scerie, took it over there, and actually got the fi lm off
the ground.

Film students should listen closely to the advice of James Wan.
That is, if they'd like to have a featu re film under their belts by their
mid 20s.
Wan is making his directorial debut this month with Saw, a film he
began planning with friend and fellow student Leigh Whannell while
the two were still in film school in Melbourne. With Wan directing and
Whannell writing and acting, they seemed to have a good start.
However, the two friends had more obstacles than most American
film students-chiefly, their location.
They originally tried to make the film in their hometown of
Melbourne, Australia. While some may think making a movie so far
from the competitive nature of Hollywood would make things easier,
the Australian film industry didn't seem to
have room for them.
"The Australian film industry is so small. it's
very hard to get financing." Wan said. "And
you can multiply that by 100 for a genre film,
a horror film like this."
The pair was realistic about their lack of
resources. Wan and Whannell planned on
shooting locally, using their friends as cast
and crew, and designed the film's plot around
C: How did the idea for Saw come about?
their limited budget.
James Wan: Well, we were trying to think of an idea set
"We were like, OK, what's the cheapest
in one room, which means that you have a lot of meetfucking thing we can do? Two guys, chained
up in a room with no windows- you can't tell
ings where you're like, 'I've got it! It's five people,
if it's day or night. The original version was
trapped in an elevator-and one of them's a killer.' And
going to be entirely in that bathroom,"
then the other person usually signifies that they think
Whannell said . ·
it's crap by going, 'Hmm... That's pretty good, James.'
What was originally seen as a liability may
be the film's greatest asset. The claustrophobia created by the aforementioned room is
C: Are there any aspects of your film that you're
transported from the characters directly to the
particularly proud of?
audience. Seeing such a small and forebodJW: Well, I should probably point out that we've got no
ing set get so much screen time is enough to
CGI, no computer graphics at all. It's all done in cammake anyone feel trapped.
era. That's it. It's all captured in camera- real oldThe few scenes that take place outside of
the bathroom hardly relieve the tension .
school, down and dirty, you know?
Flashbacks of past murders are strongly remof
David
Fincher's
Seven,
with
grueiniscent
C: As far as casting goes, dis! you guys have any
some crime scenes that nevertheless show
choices as to the actors? Wl re there any others
an impressive creativity on the killer 's part.
you would have picked, or did these people just
It was one of the flashback scenes that the
fil mmakers decided to shoot first in order to try
sign on and you were just stoked to get them?
to sell the movie. An intensely gory torture
JW: {laughing) Pretty much ! Well, really, the producers
scene may have been a brave choice to repwere very instrumental in getting these guys . ....
resent their film, but it was the right one.
After trying (and failing) to find financing in
Australia, the team headed to America, where
they soon found backers for their project. A
company called Evolution Management not
only wanted to make the movie, but also
allowed Wan and Whannell complete creative
control.
"II was the first meeting on the first day, and we were just sort of
taken aback. The guy who runs the company is an ex-ice hockey
player, and he was just like, 'You want to direct?' and James is like,
'Uh, yeah.' 'You want to act?' And he was just like, 'Alright! Let's make
this movie, man!'
II was crazy."
Withou t the aid
of a studio, the
crew managed to
line up actors
such as Cary
Elwes,
Danny
Glover
and
Monica
Potter.
Lions Gate Films
signed on for distribution upon the
film's completion.
C: Has the film been shown overSo, after his
success as a firstseas?
time filmmaker,
LW: Yeah, it's been shown in
just what advice
Germany, and it has already opened
does James Wan
in the UK. We were actually very
want to give film
excited about that, because we
students?
"Our philosocame in at No. 2 at the box office.
phy was to go out
and shoot the
C: Really? That's pretty impresmovie on whatevsive.
er budget we
JW: Yeah, and we got beat by
could . We were
Wimbledon, and you're just not
going to shoot it
with friends on 16 1-'_:.......:=--"""'•
- -- - - - - ---1 going to beat a movie called
mm, Blair Witch
I
Wimbledon in England (laughs). But
style. I think
.
.
.
philosoph) led to it being made 1n a more offic1al way. I also th1nk that yeah, we came in ahead of Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow, with Jude Law and all.
writing a good script can get you not1ced q~!te eas1ly. A scnpt w1ll get So we're really happy with the way it opened.
you in doors you could never get 1n before.
LW: We're really excited about the American release, though. Just because we made it
here, and it's coming out on Halloween.
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East vs. West
Asian cinema takes over Hollywood ,,again

By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
On Oct. 22, Takashi Shimizu's The supernatural events. "I think it's just
Grudge opened in theaters nation- scarier when you don't know," Takashi
wide. Its release was preceded by the said.
Hollywood might want to listen to
typ1cal Hollywood marketing camWhen
director
Gore
paign: posters plastered the city, trail- Takashi.
ers were shown, and TV spots were Verbinski adapted Ringu, American
run. A horror film released in late audiences were treated to psychologOctober, The Grudge will likely have a ical thriller that relied on very little
gore, and very much on ideas-somevery successful opening week.
This summer, Takash1's Japanese thing American horror films have forfilm Ju-On opened in select cities. It gotten how to do since the late '80s.
Stylistically, The Ring was very simwas released with little fanfare, and by
the end of its run it failed to make ilar to its Japanese counterpart.
waves outside of dedicated horror fan Naomi Watts played the female lead
with a bit more strength and more
circles.
What makes th is interesting is the makeup was certainly applied to the
fact that The Grudge is simply an dead bodies, but the Japanese spirit
adaptation of Ju-On, designed to cater remained prominent in the film's ambi·
to an Amencan aud1ence. This isn't ence.
With The Rings success, it is hard·
necessarily a bad thing, as many clasly a surprise that Sony Pictures decidsic films are, in fact, remakes .
"[Hollywood] has always copied ed to give Takashi creative control
Asian cinema . Most spaghetti west- over The Grudge. With this being his
erns, such as The Magnificent Seven, American directorial debut , we'll see
were taken from [Akira] Kurosawa's whether his tendency to lean away
samurai movies. It's nothing new," from clear resolutions will be able to
said Timothy Griffin of Facets satisfy American audiences who are
used to clear threats and neat endMultimedia.
Despite having Sarah Michelle ings.
Satisfied or not, American audiGellar cast as a lead character, The
Grudge may earn the respect of world ences will have to deal with Takashi's
cinema fans. It retains its credibili ty in presence for some time. Ringu is only
large part because Sony was wise the first in a trilogy in Japan, and the
enough to let Takas hi stay on as direc- trailer for The Ring 2 is already showtor, something DreamWorks did not ing stateside. Ju-On also has a
pursue when they adapted the 1998 sequel; whether it makes its way to
American shores will most likely
film Rmgu into 2002's The Ring.
With Takashi at the helm, The depend on The Grudge's success this
Grudge should stay impeccably faith- fall.
ful to its origins. Wh1le he was happy Believe the hype: Marketing campaigns in
with The Ring, he did complain that it Japan and America are representative of
went too far in explaining the film's the deep social differences in our societies.

- - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - ------
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Local band in disguise
Local H pose as the band everyone loves to hate tor Halloween

IA I& IEI

WHAT THE BLEEP ARE
YOU WAITING FOR?
A life changing film is in theaters now!

By Jennifer SabellaiAssistant News Editor
Just when you thought the days of bickering brothers Liam and Noel Gallagher of
Oasis were a distant memory, they will be
reincarnated on Halloween by Local H during their 8th Annual Halloween Bash at the
Double Door.
Local H front man Scott Lucas, along

"California Songs" had heavy radio airplay nationwide and Chicago fans definitely relate to the song's message.
"We want to represent something other
than industry acts, unlike the other two
[New York and L.A.]," Lucas said, "(We
want to represent] something that's real. "
Lucas said the band plans on releasing
their next single, "Everyone Alive ," soon,
but they are not ready to release a new
album just yet.
"I still feel like this new record is pretty
fresh," Lucas said, "and I'm not done with
it."
Less than a year before the release of
Whatever Happened to PJ. Soles, Lucas
expressed serious concern regarding politics and the future of America on the band's
"No Fun E.P" with the song "President
Forever."
While most bands get on stage and
encourage their fans that voting is important, Lucas feels that just telling people to
"vote" isn't going to cut it.
"I want people to vote for Kerry," Lucas
said. "I'm tired of everyone being silent."
Lucas also mentioned the "Vote or Die"
campaign that has big-name celebrity
endorsers like P. Diddy and Paris Hilton,
and how he felt they should take a stance
rather than just promote voting in general.
With the political future of America is
unknown, one thing is for sure: Local H
aren't going anywhere to change any time
soon.
"I don't think (we plan on doing things]
much different than what we have been
doing," Lucas said. "We just make records

with drummer Brian St. Clair, head out for a
monthlong tour on Oct. 27, but will be
heading back to Chicago Oct. 31 for their
Halloween stint.
For the past eight Halloweens, the band
have masqueraded as another band, performing covers from the likes of the Sex
Pistols and Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers at the Double Door.
This year, Local H take on Oasis,
because, as Lucas said, "I think they're
funny, and I also think there are a lot of
great songs. We always try to have something that has some humor in it that we can
play some jokes with ."
Local H have been a lynchpin of Chicago
rock scene since the days of Veruca Salt,
the Smashing Pumpkins, and Triple Fast
Action. Unlike these other Chicago legends, Local H have stuck around, making
records that rock and playing shows for
fans that have been loyal for nearly a
decade.
After releasing Whatever Happened to
PJ Soles earlier this year, the band's label,
Studio E Records, merged with Bardic
Records in September. Bardic is now rereleasing the album.
The first single from PJ Soles, aptly titled
"California Songs," takes a jab at the L.A.obsessed bands that have infested radio
stations as of late. It also takes a swing at
New York City {"We know you love L.A. I
there's nothing left to say I please no more
California songs I and fuck New York too.")
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and tour."
No matter what Local H do, they continually have support from their hardcore fan
base, who populate online forums and
pack Chica~;~o venues to see them live.
Lucas sa1d he doesn't know why fans
have stuck around for so long, but thinks it
may be refreshing to hear a band that's
"real" and not some marketed product.
Although their albums have changed over
the years, they don't steer from their rock
'n' roll roots, and have no plans to do so.
"We're not Madonna," Lucas said. "We
don't need to keep re-inventing ourselves."
Local H play a 21 and over show at the
Double Door on Halloween and head back
to Chicago on Nov. 14 for an all-ages show
at the House of Blues.
For
more
information,
go
to
www.localh.com.

Include roundtrip
ol.toro fl>om Chloovo.
Prton.,.. baed on
qUIId oc:cuptnc.y.

429 S. Dearborn se.

(312)7&6.9050

,. 7 night;s at; Doct;ors Cave
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year
RY SCOTI CARLSON I NEWS EDITOR
1700s is what gave birth to zombie
culture.
As documented by Maya Deren in
the book Divine Horsemen: the Living
Gods of Haiti, a study of voodoo rituals, voodoo beliefs hold that a dead
person can be revived, but with no
will of its own. The victim remains
under the control of the person who
performed the ritual- like a horse
slaved to a master. Skeptics say the
voodoo zombies are not dead, but
tranced by powerful drugs.
Begi nning with 1932's White
Zombie, starring Bela "Dracula"
Lugosi, zombie films initially stayed
true to their source material. Not particularly fearful or evil, and sometimes
not even dead, the victims of early
films moped around, imitating Boris
Karloff's walk as the Frankenstein
monster, often under a trance by
some psychotic mystic looking for
cheap labor. In that respect, zombies
were more like subordinate vampires
to a king, yet more biological than
metaphysical.
"Vampires are interesting, but they
tend to have an erotic aspect to
them," said Dan Dinello, a Chicagobased filmmaker, faculty member of
Columbia's Film and Video
Department and author of the forthcoming Technophobia, a book about
science fiction and society.
"[Vampires are) sort of a ... supreme
evil , or even tragic like in Anne Rice's
books. The zombie, though, has
brought it closer to home in a sense,
because they are our friends, our
neighbors, the local people ... not
some all-powerful supernatural
beings."
Movie studios adhered strongly to
the slave ethic in zombie movies up
until the late 1960s. By then, zomb1e
movies were either about whimsical,
ridiculous ghouls (as in 1964's The
Incredibly Strange Creatures Who
Suddenly Stopped Living and
Became Mixed-Up Zombies.0 or were
so breathtakingly lousy that no one
could take them as serious films (see
Ed Wood's Plan 9 From Outer
Space).
Then Night of the Living Dead hit.
Romero's film, originally released in
1968, spent its first years of distribution on double bills supporting
Hollywood B-pictures until the w ord
got out that a bunch of nobodies from
Pittsburgh had filmed the scariest
movie ever to play at the local drivein.
"I always knew there was a lot of
subtext in the film," said film critic
Michael Weldon. "It's not something 1
try to deal with a lot, but that one was
just so much you couldn't deny it."

ayb.e the Ch1nese have it
wrong this time. The
Ch1nese calendar says
2004 is the Year of the
Monkey, but it could very
well be the Year of the Zombie .
Or so says filmmaker George
Romero, director of the most famous
zombie trilogy of all time-Night of
the Living Dead, Dawn of the Dead
and Day of the Dead-in a documentary on the recently released "ultimate" Dawn of the Dead box set
(Anchor Bay).
And Romero isn 't the only person
happy to see America eating up zombie movies like the dead feed on the
living. According to fans, not even a
shot to the head could take down the
current juggernaut of zombie media.
The gush of zombie culture may
not be apparent to the average person, but fans of the genre are keen to
point out that 2004 marks what some
call a zombie renaissance in popular
cu lture.
Since January, three major zombie
movies have been released nationally
(Resident Evil2: Apocalypse, Shaun
of the Dead and a remake of Dawn of
the Dead) , each reaping respectable
profits at the box office.
Add to those a continuing comic
book series (Image Comics' ''The
Walking Dead") and the news that
Romero began shooting a fourth
entry in his zombie series in Toronto
on Oct. 11 (Land of the Dead), and
zombie fans nationwide couldn 't be
more pleased to see the genre's
corpse get up and walk around.
'The Scream era is officially over,"
said Kristofer Velasquez , forum moderator and memorabilia archivist for
the website "Homepage of the Dead."
"For a number of years now, horror
movies have been trying to become
too smart for their own good, but in
the past few, it seems , the splatter
film has been rekindled. This coincides with the relentless attitude of
the zombie film .... Like [in) its films,
this genre doesn't stay dead."
Coincidentally, the year of zombie
renaissance also marks the 75th
anniversary of the word zombie. It
was introduced to America through
Magic Island, William B. Seabrook's
1929 book about Haitian voodoo.
Stories of vengeful corpses wreaking
horror among the living were staples
of folklore for years, subsequently
brought to the forefront of culture by
authors like Mary Shelley
(Frankenstein) and Edgar Allen Poe
("The Fall of the House of Ushe('),
but the fusion of Haitian mythology
and Christianity brought by missionaries (and slave traders) in the mid-

M

1. Davm of \be Dead

2, Btaindcad (1992):

(1976)· With money put

Peter Lord of the Rings
Jackson gave us one of
the most gruesome (and
hilarious) zombie movies
ever made. The
American release- retitled Dead-Alivehacked off the original's
gore but, thankfully, kept
golden moments- zombie sex , lawn mower
dueling and a kung-fu
priest ("I kick ass for the
Lord!").

up by Dario Argento
(the Italian Alfred
Hitchcock), George
Romero accomplished
the impossible: Th e
sequel to N ight of the
Living Dead not only
works as a follow-up,
but bests the o riginal in
terms of gore and
social commentary. T he
high water mark of the
genre.

Weldon is the author
Psychotronic Video rna
encyclopedia of B-mov
ma, cult flicks and jus1
thing else that never c<
Hollywood. Weldon, no
Virginia, recalled seein•
Living Dead at midnigh
around 1970, when the
had just begun.
''The audience got e1
upset ... antl defensive
of them were really ch<
black hero-which, in 1
any ki nd of movie, it w<
he said.
T he rest of Night of 1
Dead wasn't so comm1
1960s, either. In the sp
and a half, audiences,
walking dead kill and g
flesh; they saw two all·
youngsters accide ntal~
gas pump accident, th;
they witnessed a mot!l
by the dead body of he
But the crux of the n
the African-American ~
with control and tempe
Duane Jones-who tal
the sieged farmhouse
deal with the bigotry ol
fixated Harry Cooper (
Hardman).
It was not only a six
black person starring·;,
film, but also not lakin<
anyone- so shocking
to Weldon, some of 111·
began to yell "Kill the '
screen.
"I can bet you that •
town or the only thea!<
pened in," Weldon sai•
polarizing movie at the
Vietnam War and at t~
protests."
After a moment of c
Weldon said: "I don't 1
serious about this, but
are a lot of fun, light-h
movies, Night of the L
dead serious movie."
Regardless of whetl
commentary was inter
day Romero maintairn
won the role with actir
that his skin color waE
matter-horror fans cr
king of violent entertaJ
totally gone were the I
bering ghouls. From tl
bies were out for raw
and any entrails founc
two.
Besides the playfulr
(for the most part) wa
commentary of Night.
pe rson to use the gen

3. Night of the
Living Dead (1968):
A group of Pittsburgt
nobodies shot a film
on weekends during
a year for about as
m uch money as a
luxury car, and
ended up essentially
birthing the modern
zombie movie. The
1990 remake (directed by gore FX virtuoso Tom Savini) isn't
a ll that bad, either.

r of The
lgazine, an
1ies, trash cineabout everyarne out of
)Wliving in
1g Night of the
11 in Cleveland
' movie's buzz

statement on society was Romero
with Da wn o f the Dead ( 1978). This
time, Romero's zombies were
scratching at the doors of a shopping
mall-a cultural novelty at the time.
and his criticism of consumerism was
hard to miss.
For most fans. and many of the
country's fil m critics . the commentary
of Romero's films divide them from
other entries in the genre. Though
zombie movies cycled through theaters during the '80s and '90s, not
many had the impact or critical
response of Romero's, including this
year's remake of Dawn of the Dead,
which critics chided for jettisoning
commentary in exchange for more
action.
"To me, the best part of [the original] was the whole thing about the
shopping mall," Weldon said. "That
was a big statement about consumerism and capitalism in America
... and I don't think it was in the
remake. You've got the shopping mall
setting, you got zombies . . but it
turned into [a] zombie version of The
Road Warrior. It made for a good
action movie, but I think it totally left
out the part that freaked out a lot of
people about the original."
But it's hard for fans to shun the
newe r zombie movies. According to
Rusty Nails, a Chicago-based filmmaker and founder of the Movieside
Film Festival, the success of the
Da wn remake and 2002's 28 Days
Later and Cabin Fever- both of them
zombie movies disguised as virus
horror- were directly responsible for
Romero securing funding for Land of
the Dead.
"Because the remake of Da wn of
the Dead did so well , one of the studios realized that every zombie movie
that's come out in the last two years
... all owe a massive due to George,"
Nails said.
Nails has been in contact with
Romero since May, when he brought
the filmmaker and his
collaborator/wife Chris to the
Biograph Theater, 2433 N. Lincoln
Ave., for a weekend showing of his
films. The Rome ros were so taken
with Nails that they asked him to be a
producer on Land of the Dead, an
offer that Universal Studios-distributor of the film- nixed early on .
Nails said the limitations on the
production of Romero's new zombie
film- including a budget that was half
of what the Da wn remake cost, and
filming on location in Toronto instead
of his beloved Pittsburgh- are standard operating procedure for the misunderstood director.
"He's like the Orson Welles of hor-

xcited ... and
, ... and some
allenged by the
the 1960s for
asn't common,"

the Living
on for the
>an of an hou r
.valched the
1orge on raw
·American
y torched in a
:n eaten; and
er cannibalized
l r daughter.
1atter was Ben,
1ero-played
-ranee by
<es charge of
with no time to
the basement)layed by Karl

>ck to see a
1 a popu lar
1orders from
hal, according
' audience
1'"' (' at the

asn't the only
1r that hap1. "It was a
height of the
e height of the

mtemplation,
•ant to get too
although there
Jarted zombie
ving Dead is a

1er the social
ded- to this
Duane Jones
g ability, and
beside the
)Wned a new
1ment. Almost
1armtess, lumen on, zomlesh, brains
between the

ess, also gone
the social
In fact, the next
·e to make a

ror, in that he's one of the greatest
geniuses that's worked in the genre
and he's had one of the roughest
times obtaining financing," Nails said.
"In the last month and a half. he's
had to do nine rewrites of his original
script. .. . He's trying to keep the
integrity of the movie while the studio
hacks try to figure out what the story
means."
Studio interference might not be
the only thing running against the reemerging zombie genre. Plenty of
this year's releases have returned to
the playful fun of zombie culture.
includinq the film Shaun of the Dead,
"a romantic comedy with zombies";
The Zombie Survival Guide, a book
that spoofs the Worst Case Scenario
series; and a colorized DVD release
of Night of the Living Dead featuring
the satirical audio commentary by
Mike Nelson of TV's "Mystery
Science Theater 3000."
Then again, not everyone reads
genre satire as the end of a golden
era.
"Some people say parodies signal
the end of a genre or a phas€ , but
historically that isn't the case," Dinello
said. "It's all just the evolution of the
genre. Even Dawn of the Dead was a
satire of sorts.. ..[It was] at least
socially satirical."
"There's absolutely nothing new
about making fun of zombie movies,"
said Weldon, who has reviewed two
previously released versions of Night
that were tweaked for humor. "To tell
you the truth, the zombie movie
became a joke around World War II.
think if you stop and look at zombie
movies, you might find more comedies than serious movies."
Whether the future of zombie films
will feature serious commentary or
revert to satire, the fans said they
count on the genre to last- even if
the zombie genre has to go dormant
for a while.
"Horror seems to work in cycles,"
Nails said. "At the beginning of each
decade, there seems to be an influx
of new movies that do well, but then
taper off at the box office. Perhaps
it's a good thing, because then people have to make new good films that
have to capture people's attention. "
"In my opinion , thi s era's fate will
be sealed after the release of [L and
of the Dead]," said Velasquez. "It's
the perfect end to the perfect legacy,
and I'm proud as any to say I was
around for it- maybe even a little bit
a part of it."

1700s

The Wesl .lndles slave trade
begu1s, bnngmg Chnsllamty
to many countnos . forcing local peoples to either hide the1r beliefs or meld
with the new rehg1on

18 18

Frankenstein

1839

Edgar Allen Poe publishes the
short story "TI1e Fall of the
House of Usher," one of the first
appearances of a vengeful corpse 1n
popular culture

1929

The word "zombie" is introduced to American audiences
by William B. Seabrook's Haitian
voodoo book, Magic Island

1932

White Zombie is released;
Kenneth Webb's play
"Zombie" opens

1936

The Walking Dead is released

1941

King of the Zombies is
released

1943

I Walked With a Zombie and
Revenge of the Zombies
are released

1959

5- Day of the Dead
(1984): T hankfully,

c reators of th e
British TV prog ram
"Spaced" wore their
movie-geek colors
proudly with a witty
zombie genre homage/satire. Ironically,
it turned out to be
20 times more
effective than any
"serious" zombie
movie made in the
last 10 years.

George Romero decided two zombie movies
weren't enough and
made a third chapter,
even after budget constraints scaled down his
movie about an army of
zombi es to soldiers holing up in an underground cave. Reviled
upon its release, today
it's rightfully considered
a classic.

Plan 9 From Outer Space and
Teenage Zombies are

released
Night of the Living Dead is
released

1968
1972

Children Shouldn't Play With
Dead Things and Garden of
the Dead are released
/

1978

Dawn of the Dead (known as
Zombi: Dawn of the Dead in
Europe) is released
Zombi 2 (known as Zombie in
America) is released

1979
1984

Day of the Dead, Michael
Jackson's "Thriller" video,
Night of the Comet and Return of the
Living Dead are released

1985

Re-Animator and Demons are
released

1987

Redneck Zombies is released

1990

Night of the Living Dead
(remake) is released

1992

Braindead (known as DeadAlive in America) is released

1993

Return of the Living Dead Ill
and My Boyfriend's Back are

released

2002

Resident Evil, Cabin Fever
and 28 Days Later are

released

2004
PHOTOS COURTESY
ANCHOR BAY ENTERTAINMENT

Dawn of the Dead (remake),
Shaun of the Dead and
Resident Evil 2: Apocalypse are
released

2005
4_Shaun of the
Dead (2004): T he

Mary Shelley publishes

George Romero's Land of the
Dead is scheduled for release
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Jason Vance has been captured!-by robots. He's been
made their musical slave and
the only human being in his
band-a group of pneumatically-powered robots, no less.
The robots captured Vance
about eight years ago and
forced him to lead their band,
no longer as Jason Vance, but
as JBOT. And so became
Captured! By Robots, which
will perform Halloween night in
Chicago for the sixth year in a
row.
In reality, JBOT, former bass
player of the Blue Meanies
and Skankin Pickle, eventually
grew tired of dealing with
human bandmates. Upon having difficulty finding a guitar
player he clicked with, he created his ideal band-of robots.
But, of course, he prefers to
stick to the claim that they
captured him.
The · non-human members
are DRMBOT 0110, GTRBOT666, AUTOMATOM, the
Ape Which Hath No Name, the
Son of the Ape Which Hath No
Name and the Headless
Hornsmen . Perhaps more
Dr.
bizarre
than
Frankenstein's monstrous creation, these creatures are
alive and play music.
"When you're playing with
people every night, you have
to be such a diplomat all the
time," said JBOT, who rarely
breaks character. ''There's so
many egos you have to sort of
pamper, and you gotta be nice
and sweet and you know,
dealing with people who are
drunk on the road and drugs
and all that-it got so hard that
I was just like, 'Ya know,
maybe I should just build
robots to play with. They won't
show up late to rehearsal. And
their time will be really good,
like when the drummer starts
the song, it won't rush into
crazy fast tempo."'
And how did JBOT, a man
with no robotic construction
experience, do such a thing?
Well, he "blew a lot of shit up,"
of course.
"I didn't know how to build
robots. I had never built anything before, so I was like, 'I'll
try it.' The first one suckedreally bad. But like anything, if
you hav~ enough of a passion
for sonething, you'll keep

doing it until you get it right.''
"You hook up something
wrong, and stuff blows up and
then you say, 'Right. I shouldn't do that again,"' JBOT said.
"But I read a lot of books. It's
basically like anything-if you
read enough and ask the right
people the right questions, you
can do magical things."
Halloween is the perfect
time of year for such magical
things. But, JBOT, a Chicago
native who resides in San
Francisco, said the idea for
Captured! By Robots had
nothing to do with the holiday.
"It just so happens that
Halloween is the only time I
feel kind of normal," he said,
reiterating that C!BR was
started simply because he's a
musician who needed to play
in a band and "just couldn't
find people to do it with."
Unsurprisingly, Halloween
C!BR shows always ellicit
enthusiastic responses, but
this is no novelty band. Well,
not completely. As JBOT said,
he and his robotic captors do
very well across the countryand not just in October. This is
probably because there is
absolutely no other touring,
fully robotic band. Who else
would be crazy (or dedicated)
enough to build,
program
a n d
transport
1,500
to
2,000 pounds of
metal?
C!B R
is,
indeed, the only game
in town-any town.
And besides that, "I
think we rock," JBOT
said. "Maybe that's
being lame, but I
think this band rocks.
I'll put us up against
almost any band- a
band of humans. So that's why
I'm probably so passionate
abo ut it, because my goal
when I was creating this was
to create a band that would be
just like a human band- but
just not humans. So everything is played acoustically.
There's some synthesized
sounds, but very few. Almost
everything you hear on stage
is acoustically-electric guitar,
bass, drums, full horn set-is
all coming out of those instru-

ISO

bunch of

Milli Vanilli
rnotherruckers.''

ments. It's not like we're faking
it."
There's no faking involvedthat's what things like Chuck
E. Cheese are for: A bunch of
animated characters seemingly playing instruments or
singing, but are really just
moving to pre-recorded music.
JBOT thinks of his band as
Chuck E. Cheese on acid.
"But Chuck E. Cheese is a
bunch of Milli Vanilli mothertuckers," he said. "They don't
play-they just move. My bots
actually physically play the
music. There's something
about that, that's just-it's a
transcendence of some sort.
You have to re-examine what
is a musician and what can
play music. Not that I'm doing
anything new. There's been
Wurlitzer player pianos for
years, powered by pneumatics. It's just that I'm doing it in
sort of a more modern way."
The modern way of pneumatics, for C!BR, consists of
three computers on stage and
compressed air. JBOT doesn't
go into further details of
the
control
system he
uses, but
assures
the
bots
play
can
basically any kind
of music-play it comparable, if not better, than
many human bands.
"It's ridiculous how they can
play lately," he said. "I'm very
proud of them-even though
they've captured me and they
treat me like shit. . . . They
make me stay up for days at a
time. I still love them, because
I get along with them probably
better than people."
The Halloween show in
Chicago is part of C!BR's Get
Fit tour, the second of the
band's themed tours they've
been experimenting with. Get
Fit focuses on working out, of
course. Songs included are
"Abs of Steel" and "Stop the
Insanity.'' The tour will feature
a video montage of '80s workout videos. JBOT will get into
yet another character for this
tour,
Richard
Gene
Semens.
"It's been great because
our music changes between
techno-based stuff all the way

to reggae to brutal black
metal," JBOT said. 'We mix it
up a lot. Basically, the
response has been: 'Oh my
God! What the luck?'"
The
main
difference
between playing with robots .
as opposed to his former
bands, JBOT said, is that
there's less drug use, which is
comforting. No one wants a
bunch of hopped-up robots
playing music. Other than that,
and the hauling of massive
amounts of gear, he said, "It's
really similar, actually. It's the
same bullshit that you gotta
deal with in a normal band;
they're just not people. They
ridicule me onstage. They call
me names. They make comments on my penis sizethose jerks. And that happens
in other bands too, so it's pretty damn similar, except for the
fact that they're just not
human.''
Being the only human in
such an elaborate project is a
lot of work, and JBOT's not
sure why he's been doing it all
these years. ''The captivity is a
big part of it," he said. "I've
been captured by these
robots; they demand me to
tour and tell people of their
robotic superiority and my failings. But besides that, it's so
hard. We've been touring and
playing night after ·night and
I'm tired.
"Right now, I think I'd be
happy if the robots would fall
off a cliff. But, if they did, I
would be sad. I mean, I'd be
free, but, you know, I'd be
back to working at a
Walgreens or something-no
offense to people who work at
Walgreens, it's a great establishment-based
out
of
Deerfield, Ill., by the way,
which was my old hometown.
But it is fulfilling because they
are my babies. I made them
from scratch. I'm very proud of
them because when I watch
them rocking or playing brutal
fast black metal, or totally dub
reggae, it's like magic.''
Check out live robo-magic
Oct. 31 at the Logan Square .
Auditorium, 2539 N. Kedzie
Ave., at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$10. For more information, call
(773) 276-3600.
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Sounds of the season
By Doris Dadayan/Contrlbuting Writer

It was a graveyard smash. Or, perhaps it was just another annoyingly creepy Halloween song . But, it is that time again. The C hronicle
has hand picked (or apple bobbed) a handful of this season's songs that e ither send chills up your spine or just get under your skin.
Either way, there's no escaping them. Mwaah ha ha ha.
Little Michael murders his sister with a
butcher knife, and
the
music
that
accompanies
this
one hell-of-a-pissedoff-guy in a hockey
mask is even more
bone chilling. Yes,
there 's a psychokiller on the loose,
and this symphony of
horror
by
John
Carpenter is one of
the most genuinely
bone-chilling hits of
all time.

1. Theme from
The Exorcist- All
right. Get out the
holy water. The twinkling bells combined
with a mental picture
of
12-year-old
Regan's possessed
face and reversed
speech with the
devil-is quite effective. When the priest
hears the voice of
Satan on the recorded playback, and
Regan's at the complete mercy of this
demon, we ll, let's
just say, don't sit
alone with the Ouija
board for this one.

"Monster
3.
Mash" from The
Original Monster
Mash-Yes ,
"Monster Mash" has
always been quite
the
graveyard
smash. This is perhaps the tol;en of
Halloween
rock
songs. Sure, it's a
cheesy novelty tune.
And thanks to Bobby
"Boris" Pickett, this

2. Theme from
Halloween-Of
course., nothing says
Happy
Halloween
like little Michael
Myers
from
Illinois,
on
Halloween
n i g h t ,
1 9 6 3.

1962 hit is a song
your folks probably
rocked out to. But
hey, isn't that a scary
enough thought as it
is? And then there's
Igor, experimenting
in the lab with bubbling noises in the
backgroundgenius.
4.
"This
is
Halloween" from
The
Nightmare
Before ChristmasA h. Danny Elfman
and his dark, twisted
mind- perfect for the
devil's holiday. And
who wouldn't want to
imagine .the scene
when Santa Claus is
kidnapped and tortured? From the little
town
of
Halloweentown , this
PG-rated movie has
some pretty creepy
and eerie sounds, a
little
like
falling
through a vortex,

complete with clanking bells, tubas and
chimes.
5. "Thriller" from
Thriller-sure it's
scary enough knowing that before the
former King of Pop
had freaky plastic
surgery, he had a different skin color, but,
love him or hate him,
this song is a classic.
"Thriller" has some of
the best zombie
makeup effects ever
in film. Although the
song itself isn't scary,
Vincent
Price 's
words in the end add
a level of fear when
he says, "Darkness
falls across the land I
the midnight hour is
close at hand I creatures crawl in search
of blood I to terrorize
y'all's
neighborhood."

The student's choice
• 35-70mm f/3.5-4.8 Nikon zoom lens
• Shutter speed up to 1/2000 second
• Built-in ISO flash hot shoe
• Packaged as a complete kit including
case, strap and batteries
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The definition of hip
By Trish Bend ixJAssoslant ME Edotor
From 19th century women are unspoken and
authors hke Walt Whotman purposely left out on the
and Henry Davod Thoreau hostory of hop because of
to the orogonal scenesters they have always been
Patto Smoth and Andy there He suggests that rf
Warhol. John Leland hop has a gender, rt IS
chronicles the h1story of female , yet 75 percent of
h1p" from slavery-Induced the book about 1ts h1story
rhythm and blues to the fa1ls to mentiOn specifiC
punk rock revolution that . - - - - - - - - - - , -would define the essence
of the word on hiS new
book Htp The Htstory
New York Times columnist Leland attempts to
d1spel the myths 1nduced
by such books as R1chard
Lanhan·s 2003 release,
Tile Htpster Handbook
Lanhan wrotes that 1f people carry "shoulder-strap
messenger bags and
have at one t1me or
ano ther worn a palf of
horn-rommed or Elv1s
Costello-style glasses"
then they are, 1ndeed,
h1psters
Read1ng
Lanhan's book would presumably lower one's hlpness, and the same could L.__ _ _ _ _ __ ___~,_..J
be sa1d for Leland's book, females and their involvewh1ch IS a much smarter ment in 1ts development.
and factual representation The chapter serves as a
of the word and 1ts mean- half-apology to women for
the1r exclusion in hip's
Ing.
Entlfe books could be inception, but also as a
wrotten about every chap- hypocritica l statement,
ter's top1c, from cartoons' since women are primarily
place 1n soc1ety to the excluded from the rest of
separat1on of women and the book and summarized
h1pness.
in just one chapter.
Leland writes, "Hip is a
"If hip is a form of rebelprocess in cyclical rhythm , lion- or at least a show of
like a menstrual cycle, rebellion-it should want
rather than an event, like something. Its desires are
a male ejaculation. It per- America's other appetite,
forms for an audience; it not for wealth, but for
only has meamng 1f it is auto nomy," Leland writes
watched."
in his introduction. This
In his chapter devoted point is apt in each section
to women , "Where the that breezes over popular
At?"
Leland figures of the United
Ladies
attempts to prove that States since the country's

r,rinters'
square

1nceptJ0r1
Leland wntes that wh1le
Europe had the ong1nal
bohem1ans. Amenca "1s
both s1mple and 1n rts ram1ficat1ons, maddemngly,
1nsolubly complex. That
" BECAUSE WE CARE"
difference 1s the presence
of AfriCans, and the coexIStence of two very differ700 S. FEDERAL, CHICAGO
ent populations 1n a new
country w1th undefined
from $865
Studios
boundaroes. Without the
Afr~eans, there is no h1p.·
from $1095
1 Bedrooms
Leland's book IS not the
from $1695
2 Bedrooms
first to define h1p (the
tongue -1n- cheek The
Hipster Handbook 1n 2003
CALL ABOUT OUR SPEC IALS NOW! 312 4 27 .0 .?00
and vanous imposters
have tned ), but 11 IS the
first to delve 1nto the InStiprinterssquareapts@wallc.com
gators of the present-day
wa t erto n property management
h1pster, described by the
Handbook as "One who
possesses tastes, s o c i a l l - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - atlltudes and opin1ons
deemed cool by the cool."
Leland attempts to
define and disfigure the
aura of h1pness in less
than 400 pages. Hip: The
History is a fascinating
read , but most of the
anecdotes and opinions
included are not in-depth
or well reasoned.
Research overpowers
personal preference in the
book, which ultimately
saves it from being a
biased description of what
he deems hip. It's difficult
to come to a conclusion
on why society strives to
be hip or what it really
means to be hip, and
therefore Leland's statements {however agreeable) are not irrefutable .
Leland is currently o n a
tour promoting Hip: The
History in New York and
Los Angeles.

W ith a $35 annual student membership to The Fie ld Museum, you can " travel" to Africa, China, Tibet,
or hundreds of other exotic and interesting places. And still be back for your afternoon classes.

~ield
useum
Home of Sue the T.I1!X

Discounted student membership is only

$35 through ll/12/04 • 1400 South lake Shore Drive • www.fieldmuseum.org • 312-922-9410
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ACROSS
1 Aardvark lunch
5 Exploits
9 Turn back
14 Categorize
15 Aretha 's style
16 Flee to wed
17 Junket
18 Soft drink
19 Icy rain
20 Pass through a

By Jene Shaw/Copy Editor

membrane

22 Accents
24 Come up with a

new scheme
Vast landmass
Clumsy oafs
Musical transition
Health retreat
Saturate
Savage
Bends out of
shape
42 Expire
43 Coloring agent
44 Actress
MacDowell
45 Fruity drinks
<Cl 2004 Tribune M~i• Services. rnc:.
10/26104
47 Cave dwelling
All rights rn e rved.
48 Tried out
50 Carpentry ·
machine
4 Casual walk
Solutions
53 Medical pers.
5 Scales
s 0 3 .1
a o H s .1 s N tl 3
56 Native New
6 Talk baby talk
Zealanders
1
7 Oklahoma city
3.
3 <> " s • s a " 3 1
" .1
59 Chilean poet
8 Louvers
1 I 'I N
3 3 tl <>"
1 " tl"
Mistral
9 Read up on
3 1 d tl n d
1 3 I tl 8 "<>
63 Royal color
10 Building add-ons S I
tl 0 "~
s :J o a
64 Think alike
11 Edgar Allan and
3 H .1
a 3 .1 s 3 .1
65 Asian sea
others
" 1
N
3
67 Spike or brad
s
3
a
3 I a N v
a•
12 Sword for a duel
68 Starring roles
'I N N 3 H
3 I 0
13 Oh, why not'
s d ti'IM
69 Profoundly wise 2 1 _ Paulo,
1 3 n t1 :J
0 s
" d s
~
70 Lat. list-ender
Brazil
3 <>a I tl 8
s a o 1 :J • •
71 "Ninotchka"
23 Chest bone
I
s
N
'I
1
d 3 tl
filmmaker
27 Fountain drink
s 3 s s 3 tl .1 s
3 s 0~ s 0
Lubitsch
29 Dander
.1 3 3 1 s
1 0 :J
t1 n 0 .1
72 Wearing
30 Numskull
. footwear
31 Dancer Kelly
3 d 0 1 3
1 no s
.1 tl 0 s
73 Turner and
32 Vim and vigor
1 3 d 3 tl
s .1 :J" s .1 N 'I
Williams
33 Swing at
34 Window part
49 Unknown John
DOWN
58 Peddles
36 Help out
51 Sigma follower
59 Very strong
.J John Jacob or 37 _over
~
Mary
wind
52 New Orleans
(collapse)
, 2 Hangman's knot 40 Indy stop
hoopster
60 Last of a teen?
3 Resources for
61 Grain coat
54 Category
41 Superlatively
55 Ms. Bernhardt
use at opportune
62 Cincinnati nine
squalid
moments ~
66 Before now
57 Greek epic
46 Took a taste of
25
26
28
33
35
38
39

"

"
"

"

"

"

Let us tell you once again who's bad.
me in his video," Jackson told Steve Harvey
You'd think that a man who hasn't made in an interview on Los Angeles' 100.3 FM. "It
an album since 2001 would disappear from is one th ing to spoof, but it is another to be
the headlines. Nope. Michael
demeaning and insensitive "
Jackson keeps popping up
Black
Entertainment
with molestation allegations
Television is the only network
to take "Just Lose It" off the
and lawsuits ad nauseum.
Apparently Jacko was
air. The network's president
insulted by Eminem's recent
and
founder,
Robert
Johnson, said he felt it was
video "Just Lose lt." The rapinappropriate to disparage a
per mocks the former King of
celebrity.
Pop and his molestation aile"I've admired Eminem as
gations by jumping around
singing, "Come here, little kidan artist, and was shocked
dies, on my lap," to a group of
by this," Jackson told Harvey.
boys.
"The video was inappropriate
and disrespectful to me, my
Jackson recently pleaded
not guilty to charges of child
children, my family and the
community at large. It is my
molestation, conspiracy and
administering alcohol to an
hope that the other networks
underage companion.
KRT will take BET's lead and pull
Eminem also ridicules ._________:____:__:_ it."
Jackson's plastic surgery and re-enacts an
Eminem also parodies other 1980s icons
accident in which Jackson's hair caught on in his video, including Madonna, Pee Wee
fire during a 1984 Pepsi commercial shoot.
Herman and MC Hammer.
"I am very angry at Eminem's depiction of

wee/IJY Web: iflSPOt. org
How do you tell someone
you don't even know that
you've given them herpesor worse?
Simple: Send them an ecard.
This month, inSPOT, an
of the
San
offshoot
Francisco Department of
Public Health, launched an
e-card service directed at
the San Francisco gay community-specifically the section of the community that
participates in anonymous
sexual encounters.

To soften the blow of an
embarrassing
situation,
inSPOT offers private e-mail
greeting cards to announce
... ahem, infection.
"If you've been diagnosed
with an STD. what you r
playmates don't know could
affect you again," the website reads . "Or affect a
friend. Or a friend's friend .
S:m Francisco's a small
town after all ... "
lnSPOT currently offers
six e-cards, ranging from the
direct approach ("Heads

www.inspot.org

up--1 caught an STD since
we messed around"/ to the
pseudo-serious ("I 's not
what you brought to the
pa ~ . .. it's what you left
with ') to the utmost of questionable taste ("I got
screwed while screwingyou might have, too").
Of course, The Chronicle
would never suggest that
STDs are humorous, but
kee
inSPOT's website
boo~marked. April Fool s
Day is only six months awa j
after all .. .
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Colleges revive Yiddish
after nearly 50 years
0 Stanford scholars resurrect fading language
By Lisa M. Krieger
Kniglt Ridder Nev.spapers (KRT)

Adam Grossman heard it as a
child, when hi s grandparents
wanted to keep a secret. For
Ruven Kogel, it was the punch
line of a joke and the lyrics of a
favorite klezmer tune.
But they never understood
Yiddish, the language of their
Jewish forebears, until joining a
new class at Stanford U niversity
this fall. Almost extinguished
by the Holocaust, then lost in
the memories of aging survivors, Yiddish is now emerging
as a respected academic discipline.
"I see it as a way to better
understand my culture," said
Kogel, 23, a materials .science
student of Ashkenazi Jewish
heritage. "And I felt it was
important to connect with this
aspect of my music."
Before World War II, threequarters of the world's 17 million Jews spoke Yiddish, most
iri Eastern and Central Europe.

Today, linguists believe the
number to be less than one million.
Within the past few years, a
young generation of linguists
has begun learning the language, not just at Stanford, but
at the University of CaliforniaBerkeley and an estimated 50
other universities, including
Harvard, Yale and the Indiana
Universities.
Scholars hope its rich literary,
poetic and musical tradition can
be saved, said Gabriella Safran,
associate professor of slavic
languages and literatures at
Stanford, who created the class.
"Learning a language makes
you see the things you can't
translate," said Safran. "It's a
worldview that you get access
to only when you read literature
in the original."
While there has been off-andon interest at Stanford in recent
decades, this year the univers ity
committed to a three-year program-long enough for students
to gain some fluency. In addition to the language class, which

Courtesy KRT Wire Service

Collections of original Yiddish literature (above) are rare, due to
their widespread destruction by the Nazis during World War Two.

University of Kentucky
police must release vic- Election provides new spin
tims' names to paper
on classes
The University of Kentucky
Police Department broke the
state' s Open Records Law by
refusing to release victims '
names on crime reports, the
Kentucky attorney general's
office ruled Oct. IS.
Last month, UK lead counsel
Barbara Jones decided to implement a new rule for crime
reports, which allowed victims
to w ithhold their names. She
said it stemmed from the assault
of a UK employee who'd asked
police not to release his nam e.
The Kentuck y Kernel , the
campus newspaper, then sent an
open-records request asking for
several complete police reports.
When it was turned down , the
Kernel appealed to the attorney
general 's office.
The ruling consistently' said
that UK had tried to put the burden of proof on th e Kernel,
when according to the law it
rests on the public agency
resisting open-records requests.
The opinion accepted the
Kernel's argument that complete police reports helped
monitor crime on campus and
the police department itself.

13

has five students, others who
already speak some Yiddish are
reading literature by authors
such as Shalom Aleichem.
In addition to a program in
Jewish studies, Stanford has
rich Eastern European and
Judaica collections built by
Stanford's respected Judaica
librarian, Zachary Baker.
"People interested in Jewish
history come from all around
the world to study here," Safran
said. "Stanford has unbelievable
· library resources in Yiddish and
Eastern European anything . It is
one of the best places in the
world to study Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union."
Now, after thousands of years,
academia is finally taking
Yiddish seriously, she said.
Throughout its history, it was
dismissed as a language of commoners.

Its birth traces back to around
the I Oth century, when Jews left
France and Italy to escape perCourtesy KRT Wire Service
secution and settled in towns David Weintraub, executive director of The Dora Teitelboim
along the Rhine .
Center for Yiddish Culture in Coral Gables, Fla., proclaims his love
T he new language was a for Yiddish with an authentic fashion statement.
dialect of German, written phonetically using the Hebrew the world 's Yiddish speakers campus Yiddish revival and also
goes by the Yiddish name
alphabet. It borrowed from were killed.
" Fish!."
Hebrew, French, Italian and
"With World War II , there was
Scholars attribute the growth
Slavic languages.
t•tt,.was the vernacular lan- a tremendous break and rupture. to a number of factors . The
guage for women and under- It is a tragic story," Safran said. Hebrew language is now wellSurvivors of the war proudly established in Israel, so Yiddish
class men," Safran said. " It is
embraced the more ancient lan- is no longer ~en as a threat.
not a high literature."
Educated men spoke Hebrew. guage of Hebrew, burying their Interest shifted beyond the
Yiddish . took root in Eastern association with what was o ften Holocaust to exploring Jewish
Europe and became the native seen as the tongue of the ghetto. cultures that existed prior to the
tongue of Ashkenazi Jews. In The new state of Israel made war.
Modem students seek a winthe early 1900s, it accompanied Hebrew, not Yiddish, its official
waves of Eastern European language. In the Soviet Union, dow into their past, Safran said.
It ' ll always be a second lanimmigrants to America, becom- Stalin outlawed the language.
The once-thriving literary guage, never again what it once
ing an everyday language in
urban Jewish neighborhoods. community seemed headed for was, scholars acknowledge. But
Between 1925 and 1955, two linguistic extinction. It stayed it offers an important lesson, not
dozen radio stations in the New alive largely because of ultra- just in linguistics, but in history.
" When students read Yiddish
York' City area broadcast Orthodox communities a nd
yeshivas.
literature, they can start to expeYiddish material.
"Because 90 percent of Jews rience -;_,hat it is to li ve between
But new generations of Jews
assimilated quickly into the lost in the Holocaust spoke many languages. And that tells
English-speaking culture. An Yiddish, we should not forget them something impoftant
anti-immigration law passed in their language and culture. about Jewish culture," Safran
1924 limited migration of There is a rich literature, poetry said.
" It is a fusion language. When
and music that they left," said
Eastern European Jews.
The Holocaust dealt the lan- Philip Kutner of San Mateo, you learn it, you see the history
guage a near-fatal blow. Half of who is active in the growing off- of our people."
his 13 students to work in campaigns, including those for
Democrat Don · Betts and
Republican S\lsim Wagle, two
state senators running for reelection.
Each student must make a
presentation at the end of the
course on what
they've learned, and
bow it relates to
the Nov. 2 general election.

School district cancels
Halloween
College students battle
weight gain

The course: Election 2004,
Joe Donnelly,
director of
taught by professor Mel Kahn at
Kansas
University'
s
Center of
Wichita State University.
Physical Activity and Weight
The assignment: Work for a
Management, has studied eating
political
campaign.
and exercise habits among the
Remember to keep a
schoo l's students, and he's
daily log. Learn
adverti sin.g
come to some interesting contechniques,
clusions.
where the
Among them: Students who
money comes
buy a standard meal plan that
from and how
provides on average I 0 or 12
polling
meals a week "typically eat 55
employed.
percent to 60 percent of their
That's the homemeals outside the cafeteria, said
work Kahn has been
Debra Sullivan, an associate
ass igning for elecprofessor in the department of
tion-year courses since
dietetics and nutrition at the
1962. Like many of his
University of Kansas Medical
peers in higher education,
School.
/
~ -/
he teaches campaign-ceo"Undereating
leads
to
tered courses when a vote is
~/ , /
· overeating," said KU dietician
approaching.
/ - /_....
Ann Chapman. " A lot of stuAt a recent meeting of
Republicans, dents get into a pattern of that.
Kahn's course, he polled stu- ·
including his son, They're not eating breakfast
dents on which topic-other
explains, it isn't the because they want to sleep in.
than war- would swing their
They grab something quick for
party that matters.
vote. Their answers: abortion
lunch, and tlien they eat a huge
It's the passion.
and stem cell research.
dinner and feel terrible, both
At Friends University in
·physically and emotionally."
Wichita, Kan ., ftrst-year professor Steven Campbell deployed

%

A school district in Puyallup,
Wash. will not be allowing any
costumes or celebrations this
Halloween.
According to an Associated
Press report, school district
officials decided to discard their
customary Halloween activities
because of the concern that
Wiccans and Pagans may be
offended.
Although no members of the
Pagan or Wiccan community
have specifically requested that
they not be performed, several
did voice the ir disapproval
toward some of the decorations
that feat ured witches on broomsti cks and crones with crooked
noses.
Puyallup district spokesperson Karen Hansen said that they
felt it was important for the students to "take [into) account the
disc om fort felt by others."
A school board meeting to
address the matter is plann.:d
for the week pr ior to
Halloween, but until the issue is
resolved or overiumed, any student who arrives at school with
a costume will be sent home.
- Compiled by Adem J. Ferington
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The new iMac GS.

From the creators of iPod.

Three new models featuring;
• 1.6 GHz or 1.8 GHz PowerPC GS processor
• Widescreen 17-inch or 20-inch display
• Up to 2GB of DDR 400 memory
·Slot-load Combo or SuperDrive
• AGP 8x graphics

I

'

12-in<h- StMting at $949.00

12-lnch- Starting •t S1 ,399.00

14-ln<h - Starting •t S1 199.00

Starting at 5749.00

Starting ot $1,199.00

$1,799.00

$2,999.00

Starting at $1,799.00

u
iPod

15-lncll - Starting at $1,799.00

$1,169.00

AirPort Extreme

!Sight

Mac OSX

Ilife

Final Cut Express

Keynote

B.~<e

$129.00

$69.00

S29.00

$149.00

S79.00

St.ltion: S179.00
C.1td: $69.00

623 S. Wabash, Suite 205
Phone: 312.344.8MAC
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/

www.apple.com/education/store/
(800) MY-APPLE
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Kerry for president
t's been sa id that the
2004 vote could be one
of the most imporlanl
elections in the nation's history. And no doubt about it,
there's a host of problems
Americans face as we
embark on the next four
years- problems both solvable
and
seemingly
intraclable, here at home and
abroad.
For example, there 's the
issue of the economy. Since
2000, when the current
administration took office,
1.8 mi llion private sector
jobs have disappeared. Oil
prices have topped $55 a barrel and gas has climbed to
more than $2 at the pump.
The income gap has grown,
with white families earning
II times that o f Hispanic
families and 14 times that of
black households.
Moreover, more than nine
million Americans lost
access to health insurance
to
2003 .
from 200 I
Prescription drug prices have
skyrocketed so much that
seniors charter buses to
Canada to buy them.
The federa l deficit has ballooned to $477 billion, the
largest dollar number ever.
Recent tax cuts have been
skewed toward the rich, with
more than $60 billion already
returned to the richest I percent of the population.
In the area of civil rights,
affirmative action is under
assault, wi th "race neutral
alternati ves"
replacing
minority set-asides designed
to right historical wrongs in
hiring and education. Racial
profilin g of ethnic groups
spiked after 9111 .
Equal access to voting for
disenfranchised groups is

I

under attack in Florida and
elsewhere. No Chi ld Left
Behind, the federal governme nt's primary education
in itiative, has been under
funded to the tune of $8 bi llion.
Meanwhile, The USAPatriot Act has expanded the
authority of the federal government to subpoena and
review personal records
whi le faili ng to effectively
find any terrorists and bring
them to trial.
Abroad, things could hardly be worse. The war in Iraq
has become a war of occupation that America is losing.
U.S. soldiers arc dying by the
day, and Iraqi civi lians are
dying so fast no one has an
accurate count.
American prestige is at an
historic low, with much of
the world believing the
United States represents a
greater threat to world peace
than Osama bin Laden.
Things have gotten so bad
that there's renewed talk of a
draft in light of future wars
America may have to fight
under the current administration.
Taken as a whole, this is a
sobering list. Success or failure for each of these issues
can ultimately be placed on
one doorstep: that of the current pres ident of the United
States, George W. Bush.
Unfortunately, Bush's handling of each of the above
issues can only be ca lled a
fai lure by all but the most
partisan of observers.
For these and other reasons, The Chronicle endorses
the Democratic candidate for
pres ident, Sen. John F.
Kerry.
No one says Kerry is going

to solve each and every problem this country faces if he is
elected. But The Chronicle
be lieves whole-heartedly that
he stands a better chance of
tackling these and other critical issues than the current
administration, which has let
ideo logy
and
po litical
motives drive almost every
aspect of policy while concentrating on savaging and
marginalizing any and all
opposition.
And like every presidential
campaign, Kerry and his
vice-presidential
run ning
mate, North Carolina Sen .
John Edwards, have detailed
policy proposals for each of
the issues listed above. And,
in expanding health care,
increasing national security,
getting the economy moving
again, fixing education and
protecting the environment,
we like what we see.
But because of the fact that
he has been willing to consider more than one side or
potential solution to difficult
problems--a character trait
that has earned him the label
"flip-flapper" from his opponents- Kerry stands head
and shoulders above the current office-holder, who
seems
constitutionally
unable to admit mistakes.
America needs a leader
who is willing to see more
than one side of a problem, to
work with allies and even
foes to solve the problems of
America and the world, and
to place issues of public policy above political necessities.
Kerry's service record in
and out of unifonn leads us
to believe he can be this kind
of leader, and we place our
faith in him.

Chicago Cubs: last of the losers?
ubs fans, take note.
Gelli ng to the
Wo rld Senes reall y
1sn't that difficult after all.
All you have to do is put
yourself in an impossible
slluation aga inst a hat ed
rival--say, dow n three
games to none in the league
champiOns hip series- play
two marat hon games of five
hours ap iece, m which you
have to come from behind
lu win With a wa lk -off
homer in extra innings, and
then stage a winner-take-all
na me 7 on your opponent 's
ho me turf llk e Ya nkee
Stad1um, the most storied
d iamond In all or baseball.
The Boston Red Sox did
all that and more. They
came up w ith a rc<.: q)l: for
shrugging o il dec ade s of
fu ulit y and defeat at th e
hands of the Ne w York
Ya nkees. and earned
World Scn cs berth wllh a

C

10-3 vi ctory Oct. 20.
Like Chicago's own
Lovable Losers, the BoSox
haven' t won the World
Seri es since the days when
the telegraph was culling
edge technology, although
the Sox did make it to the
big game as recen tly as
1986. Bu t unl ike the
Cubbies, the Red Sox just
seemed to want it more than
the Yankees- the most ta lented , highly-paid, dominant team in baseball , which
has won 26 Worl d Series,
more than any other team.
That 's wh y the Red Sox
arc in the World Series thi s
year and the Cubs arc
wa tc hing It 011 tcJ CVISIO il ~I I
home. When the chips were
down , Boston found a way
to win. The 2004 Cubs season ended in bickering and
fin ger-pointing after an
e ight-game coll apse down
the s tret ch, capped when

T 111

their biggest star, Sammy
Sosa, left 15 m inutcs into
the final game of the season
and then blamed his manager fo r not being supportive
eno ugh. And, during the
playo ff chase, th e whole
team got into a feud wit h a
TV broadcaster who said
they weren't playin g hard
enough.
In a year when they were
supposed to be a lock to go
to the World Ser ies, the
Cubs finished' in th ird place.
No t Boston. Baseb all 's
other "cursed" team looks
Iike it might be poised to
step into the winner 's circle
for the first time in a long ,
long time. And their fans are
elated.
But the Cubs'! The Cubs
arc nowhere to be found .
Maybe they ' re at home,
wa tchin g a tape of how
someone else got to the
World Seri es.
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LEI I ERS 10 lHE EDITOR:
account they currently
use. All they need to do is
set up a "pull" so that
their MyOasis account is
pulled into their preferred
account rather than being
pushed or forwarded.
The bottom line is they
will be able to receive
their MyOasis e-mail in
their preferred account,
just as they did before, but
with a safer, more secure
and more reliable result.
Virtually every e-mail
program allows you to
"collect" e-mail from a
variety of separate e-mail
accounts to be viewed in
one convenient location.
Collecting has the same
effect as forwardingyou can read your e-mail
in one location. However,
collecting is a safer and
more reliable approach to
gathering e-mail than forwarding is. Collecting is a
"pull technology" and
forwarding is a "push
technology."
Here is why using pull
technology is safer and
more reliable than push
technology. Using a pull
approach, the e-mail is
sent to the MyOasis server and a copy of the email stays on the server.
This way both the sender
and reader arc protected.
-nle user can sci up most
any e-mail programcommon ones include
Outlook Express, Eudora,
Mail, Netscape and even

E-mail misconceptions
There has been much
confusion about the
change in the technical
procedure used to gather
MyOasis e-mail. Many
people have erroneously
jumped to the conclusion
that the college is requiring students and part-time
faculty to use the system
as their primary e-mail
account and/or requiring
them to check their
MyOasis e-mail as a separate login.
Neither of these statements is tmc. The college
is not requiring students
or faculty to usc MyOasis
as their primary e-mail
account. In fac t, they
don't need to usc it as an
e-mail account at all,
other than to check it for
college-related information at least once a day.
Others have assumed
that because we no longer
allow forwa rding, this
means they must log into
their MyOasis account
scpamtely every time they
wa nt to check their
Columbia e-mail. This is
also incorrect.
Wha t has changed is
the technical procedure
by which e-mail is delivered to the end users' pref(:rred e-mail account.
Students and faculty
arc encouraged to continue to usc whatever e-mail
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a free account with Yahoo
- to pull in their e-mail
from many different email accounts and they
can read all of their e-mail
through that one program.
These e-mail programs
can be set to pull in as
many different e-mail
accounts as the user might
have. So students and'faculty can pull in their work
e-mail account, their
MyOasis account, a
Yahoo
Hotrnail
or
account- whatever and
how
many
e-mail
accounts they might have
into one location.
Downloadable
.pdf
files that show how·to set
up a "pull" using Outlook
Express, Mail, Yahoo and
Netscape are available at
http://c it.colum.edu/s tu dentinfo/info.htrnl for students, and for faculty at
http://cit.colun1.edu/oasisi
nfo/info.html.
Additional information
can be found in the Oasis
Announcements: ''New
MyOasis e-mail procedures" and "View All of
your E-mail Accounts in
one location."
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Commentary

--ByMark W. Anderson
. Commentary Editor
If you're between the ages of
18-and 26, you might want to ask
yourself: What are your plans for
.the fiext four years?
If you've followed the news
recently, your answer may be
' "getting ready for the draft."
; Or, it may be the opposite-. l09king for ways to avoid it.
' ,Either way, if you're a young
person in America these days, the
possibility of a renewed military
·• dqlft has suddenly become some" ' thing more than a piece of history ihat could have happened to
· your father.
The news is filled with questions about whether the draft is
l making a comeback-so much so
· .it's become one of the hot-button
issues of the 2904 presidential
! race.
' That means young people
might have to start figuring out
w_hat they would do if they sud; denly found themselves called to
· : se'rve their country in the mili-

KRT

tory.
Coupled with longstanding
deployments in areas like
Europe, Asia and the· border
between North Korea and South
Korea- not
to
mention
i taiY·
Afghanistan-the total number
i How can this be? Most of us of troops needed around the
· ' grew up believing that we world is more than the number of
become soldiers only if we want- full-time soldiers the country has
, ed to. And while some of us may available.
· hilve had a family member or
Such a numbers crunch has led
friend who served in the military, to talk of an ongoing "back-door"
for the rest of us it never warrant- draft, in which Army and
. ed a second thought.
National Guard reservists, called
; ,Military service was · more a up to serve in Iraq, have seen
. car~~( c!J.pice •than a way to per- their time on active duty extend' f<lrmo-eUF- civic -duty, despite the ed against the'ir wishes, and for
~l)eliefiJs, e-the - armed services an indefinite period.
offered. Inflict, that was one of
Currently, 40 percent of U.S.
the great things about this -<louil- · forces in Iraq are reserve or
try: You never got that letter in National Guard units. And as of
the· mail telling you ~o report to April of this year, about 150,000
army reservists have been called
tluty unless you 'asked for it.
· So why all the talk now? The to active duty. Most of these solsport canswe~: .. Jtaq._.The United. , -diers w.ere working on their _
States currently .has 3.30,000 · careers or famiijes when called to
tr.oops • stationed overseas, of duty, obligations that have been
which 170,000 are located in and put on hold. To many of these
!lfOund Iraq.
.
soldiers,and their families, being
. ·lihe ~cjsion to 'invade and told they can' t leave the service is
pccupy t4Jit country has placed an just like being drafted in the f1rst
aJ!nqJit unprecedented burden on place.
The real reason there i~ talk of
the -~on's armed forces- par'!icularly sin~~- the all-volunteer a draft right now----{fespite the
army that was in ·place at the widespread belief that inst_ituting
begmrung of the w~r was among a draft would be political suicide
the smallest in this country's his- for either President George W.

Bush or his challenger, Sen. John
Kerry-is due to the possibility
that Bush might win. People are
scared that Bush intends to
invade more countries down the
road, especially in light of his
often-stated "pre-emptive" foreign policy that calls for strinking
other countries before they have a
chance to breed terrorists who
could attack the United States.
But invading other countries
means needing troops, regardless
of whether there are any terrorists
looking to harm us. It 's sort of an
invade- first -ask-quest ions-later
policy, one that Bush seems willing to rest on the backs of soldiers, whether they agree or not.
Regardless of the realities on
the ground, both presidential candidates have decided to use the
draft as a political club to bludgeon each other.
Kerry brought .up the issue in
the very first presidential debate,
in which he said that we might
not be able to undertake efforts to
stop genocide in the African
nation of Sudan because we don't
have enough troops.
Bush, for his part, has said that
"we're not going to have a draft,
period" in response to an audience member's question during
the second debate. And both candidates sparred over the issue in
the fmal debate.

But what's interesting is what
happened in these last weeks
before the election. Bush, declaring "the best way to avoid the
draft is to vote for me," has tried
to tum the issue against Kerry.
Despite the fact that his
Democratic challenger has said
that his goal would be to reduce
the number of troops currently
stationed in Iraq. And though a
number of polls have suggested
the majority of younger voters
believe that Bush is likely to reinstate the draft if he is re-elected,
the president is attempting to
make voters think it is Kerry who
wants the draft, even in the face
of repeated charges by the
Republicans that he is weak on
defense issues.
Which just goes to show how
ludicrous the entire conversation
is.
Even if Bush is re-elected and
wanted to start the draft up again,
the number of young people who
might be expected to serve would
be significantly less than 100 perceni of those called.
Which · means something
would have to be done with the
sizeable number of potential
draftees who would take to the
streets in protest or flee the country to avoid serving. Mothers and
fathers, and husbands and wives,
many of whom might not be supportive of additional wars, would
be likely to help their sons or
daughters or spouses avoid the
draft or protest right along side
them.
All in all, few political actions
would prove to be as unpopular
as the draft, since the days of
unquestioned allegiance to your
country have long passed.
Still, anyone between the ages
of, say, 18 to 26 might want to
consider where their lives may be
headed in the next four years
when it comes time to vote in
November.
If the draft is to come, it's not
as likely to happen under one
candidate as it would under the
other.
And Canada might only take so
many draft-dodgers before it says
"enough."

The endowment factor
By Jamie Murnane

A&E Editor
"What, you've got a vibrator,
don't you? Every girl does . ... We
should do it together; I could
coach you through it."
These are the words at the heart
of a lawsuit against loudmouth
political pundit Bill O.' Reillywords he didn't want us ro hear,
that is. But the word's out, and
O'Reilly, the host of Fox News'
No. I show, "The O'Reilly
Factor,'' has finally gotten what's
been coming to him.
Regardless of whether last
week's sexual harassment allegations against O'Reilly are true,
the abrasive commentator is
being slammed by the mediajust as he's done to . others.
Apparently, he can dish it out, but
·
he can't take it.
·The charges of sexual harass-

ment came from the associate children's book, The 0 'Reilly Fox News, but is being counterproducer of "The O'Reilly Factor for Kids: A Survival Guide sued for, as she says, complaining
Factor," Andrea Mackris, who for American Families.
that she' d been mistreated.
Tell us, Bill: Does attempting
claims O'Reilly not only "subIt seems that O'Reilly must
jected her to mercurial and unpre- to initiate phone sex with an have gotten spooked at the
dictable mood swings" (big sur- unwilling co-worker have any- thought of losing the job that
prise), but that he also took part in thing to do with family survival? . brings in more than $60 million a
raunchy phone conversations in
Though this is a complete slap year for Fox News.
which he bragged about his in the face to his viewers, the alleIt's an all-new low from a man
"amazing" endowment, accord- gations are hardly surprising.
I didn' t think could go much
ing to the lawsuit posted on the
The few times· I've managed to lower. And it's obvious he knows
Internet.
actually watch an entire he has screwed up. Recent news
"If any woman ever breathed a "O'Reilly Factor" '(once simply shows that O'Reilly has taken a
word, I'll make her pay so dearly to watch Janeane Garafalo stick it step out of the public eye, which
that she'll wish she'd never been to him), I noticed O'Reilly men- adds more fuel to the Billborn," Mackris accuses O'Reilly tions sex as often as possible.
O'Reilly-is-guilty f1re.
of saying in regard to any allega- ·
He thinks he's being sly when
O'Reilly told the New York
lions that may be made against he. incessantly condemns porn or Daily News on Oct. 15, "I have
him in the future. "I'll rake her "indecency," but really, why does been advised to keep my big
through the mud, bring up things he bring it up so much?
mouth shut, and I have promised
Whether O' Reilly did indeed to do that."
in her life and make her so miserable that she'll be destroyed."
harass Mackris is hardly the only
If only he could have taken his
All this hostility coming from issue.
own advice-"Shut up, shut up,
The real issue is the fact that shut up1"-a lot sooner.
such a family oriented man? Yes,
this just after the release of his Ma:ckris was not only f1red from
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Numerals·

20,000
The number of antiAmerican insurgents
and sympathizers in
Iraq, "as estimated by
1J.S. government
officials and rep9rted in The New York
Times last week.

'"·.g 118
'

The total number of
times two campaign
ads for President
Bush-"Thinking
Mom" ana
"Clockwork"- ran
on TV stations in
battleground states
during the week of
·Oct. 10 to 16,
· according to
FactCheck:org.

2
The number of men
who rushed the stage
and threw pies at
conservative columnist Ann Coulter during an Oct. 21 speech
at the Univ'ersity of
Arizona.
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"Our Q.umber one ·
pricftity is protectmg_ the instructional-day."
.
Puyallup, Wash.,
,School District
Superintendent Tony
. Apostle, exRlaining
hts district s recent
. deeision to ban
Halloween parties
during the school
day bec.a use dress. ing up "takes time
away from
l~aming."

"You might as well
carry a . sign· that
says. 'I'm a drug
head.'" ,.
Hong Kong mag~s
trate·Emest Lm,
chastizing Ho Hengchau, who was
·. caught with -three
·· ·: ecstasy pills,_for
showmgup rna
.,;- U.on~ Ko!).g co~rt
,_. ; WJ.th a T-shtrt tfiat
~- !;, '"had the word
"cocaine" jll;inted'qn
lt.
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Blackstone Hotel
o be re-opened
0 Buyers of landmark hotel will restore building's features, update rooms
By Jeff Danna
of a due diligence peri od exam- convention sales at the Chicago
C1tylleai Edilor
ining each othe r 's fin ancia l Convention and To_urism Bureau,
For five years Chicago's his- records, Geist said. He expects said the re-opening of the
tone Blackstone Hotel sat this process to last until Blackstone will help Chicago's
vacant at Michigan Avenue and December.
high hotel occupancy rates by
Balbo Drive. but it has fina ll y
Sage's next steps are to d.evel- providing additional lodging
been so ld.
op an interior design concept, space for people in town for conSage Hospitality Reso urces o btain a permit for the project ven tions and other large events.
LL P, a Denver-based deve lo p- and begi"n ren<;JVatio ns. Geist
"Generall y, we run out of
men! company, signed a contract said the enti re project will take rooms before we run o ut of
la>t mo nth to rehab the 9-i- year- about three years to com plete.
exhibit space," Tester said. "We
old hotel at 636 s. Michigan
"We' re working wi th some of can always use more quality
Ave .. just sou th of Colum bia 's the most prominent architects properties."
South Campus Building. 624 s. and contractors in town," he
In 2000, Chicago's hotels had
M chigan Ave.
said. Geist declined to say which an average occupancy rate of 65
1
The sa le o f the Blackstone arc hitects Sage is working with percent to 70 percent, and two
marks the end of a five- year because the development firm weeks ago the occupancy rate
penod during which the hote l has not si gned any contracts.
was up to 90 percent, Tester said.
Geist said Sage is also work- And with more hotels , he
was c losed due to bui ldi ng code
violations.
ing with the Chicago Landmarks explained, Chicago will be able to
Las t year th e Bl acb tone's Commission, the Illinois State host more simultaneous events.
Hi s to ri ca l Societ y and the
He also said since 9/ 11, the
o wners at the time , th e
1-lean:n and Earth Inns
econo my has picked up and
"There's been a mass shift in
hotel s'
pro fits
ha ve
Corp.. run by spiritual guru
wealth to this area. What we're increased.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. put
the hote l up for sale, hoping
seeing with the opening of
" As long as the econo my
to co nvert the rooms into Millennium Park is that there's a stays strong, the hotel indusluxury
cendomini ums .
convenience factor." ·
try should re main healthy; ·
Revenue from the sa le o f the
Tester said .
co ndos was supposed to be
No matter what the re-Art Burrows, senior vice
used by the Maharis hi World
opening of the Blac kstone
Peace Fund to pro mote globpresident of NAJ Hiffman
does for Chicago 's hotel .maral tra nquilit y. However. those
ket , Teste r, Burrows and
plans fe ll through , and Sage Nationa l Park Service to adhere Geist agree that having such a
swoo ped in .
to the rules about renovating notable building o pen again will
File
" We have a program here at such an historic building. T he be an achievement in itself.
The Blackstone Hotel, 636 S. Michigan Ave., has been vacant
Sage to redevelop old bu ildi ngs company plans to restore the
" I look forward to having it
Stnce II was Sh!Jt down in 1999; but Denver-based company
and convert the m into luxury bui lding's fa9ade and C rys tal back in the community," Tester
Sage Hospitality Resources LLP purchased the building last
hotels." said Kenneth · Ge ist, the Ballroo m restaurant.
said. "The re 's a lot of history
month and plans to re-open it as a Marriott hotel.
Sage will also enlarge the there."
co mpany 's executi ve vice presidem of Sage Hospita lity. Sage Blacksto ne's rooms to meet
has converted historic bui ld ings today 's standard hotel room
to hotels in major c ities across measureme nts, Geist said . When
the country.
the Blackstone was built, the
Geist declined to sa y how typical hotel room was about
muc h Sage paid fo r the 200 square feet; Sage will re noBlacksto ne, but Yogi 's corpora- vate the rooms to be about 350
tio n initially asked for about $31 square fee t each.
million, said Art Burrows, se nior
The re novated Blac kstone will
vice president of NAI Hi ffman, most like ly operate as
th e Oak Brook-based real estate Marrio tt -Re nai ssance
brand
sa; elephant's
company that brokered the sale .
hote l due to the building's IuxuSage had been eyeing the ries, Geist said.
By KWy Thunnan
Blackstone since it wa s shut
Burro ws believes the new
Con!rlllLAlngWriler
down, but when the World Peace hote l will fit in nicely wit h the
Protesters outside the , eleFund announced its intention 10 ne ighborhood.
phant exJJibit at Lincoln Park
co nvert the rooms to luxury con"There's been a mass shift in
Zoo on Oct. 20 conveyed a mesdos, the co mpany was out of wealth to th is area,'' he said.
sage the People for Ethical
luck, Geist sa id. He e xp lained "What we' re seeing with the
Treatment of Animals have been
th e cost to redeve lop the ex isting o pening of Millennium Park is
tryi ng to get across for a year
rooms wo uld have exceeded th e that there's a co nvenie nce fa cand a half- the e lephants a.re in
co't of purchasing the building.
tor." Burrows exp lained that the
danger.
r-:::-_ .:.___ :__ --'-_ _:_:
Burro ws said re novating th e Black stone's locatio n ac ross
. Demonstrators
holding
Bl ac ksto ne to make it 1010 a from Grant Park in the South
posters with messages readhotel o nce again was a more log- Loo p w ill all ow guests ea sy
ing, "A cold, concrete pen is
•cal 1dea th an conve rtin g it to access to many of Chicago 's c uinot a retirement ho me" and
co ndos.
tural attractions.
"One elephant de ad and still
"" It was the most e ffici ent way
In its earl y da ys, th e
counting" .reflect the sentito dea l with th e land mark Blacksto ne serviced many U.S.
ment held by PETA since '---::---:- : - - - - -- --.....,.-space." he said. O ne of the pri - pres ide nts, includin g Frank lin
three fema le e lephants were Tatiina, it was not the
mary reasons the co ndo min ium D. Roosevelt and John F. ·
tra nsported to the zoo from the cause of her death.
P"'Jcct fe ll thro ugh, Burro ws Kennedy. The bu ildin g is a lso
San Diego Wild in April of
''TB can rec ur because
cxpla1 ned, was that the 1c no va - fa mou s fo r its "smo ke- filled
2003.
stress," Meyer sa id . " A ,"'"he·•·•'-;""-""''·"~
tl<,n\ would involve rehabbing a room" where Warre n G. Hard ing
The demonstration com es dard ele phant exhibit, in co•nh·i.!.'>:,,<.;;,..,
l ar~c portion of the hi sto n e inte- was chosen as the Republica n
after the death of one of the e le- ·nation w·ith. the stress
n •,r, an d by stic kin g to the hote l Part y'' pres ide nti al no minee
phants at the Lincoln Park Zoo mo~e from San Diego,
layout, the o wners co ul d market am id c louds of c iga r smoke.
Oct. 16. Tatima, a 35-year-old e aused her death ."
·
Gei st said the hotel wi II become
m '•: o f the fl oor space.
elephant, died in the zoo ' s
PETA activists
Burro w' also said the o wne rs as import ant an aspect of the c it y
indoor Rege nsrel n African Lincoln Par)> ' Zoo is
" .. 1u rece ive a larger 1nvest- as It was be fore it c losed.
Journey habitat. Zoo officials other abuses toward
mcnt tax incenti ve by operati ng
" It will have a treme ndo us .
are awaiting autopsy results to
. ->Among ·~-" --- '-'
a hote l rather th a n a reSidenti al impac t on the area,'' Ge ist said .
determine the exact cause of ilh•inl~•''i~,fl>.. size of
butld1ng.
" It 's a shame this property has
death, but according to a statethey
The two parties involved in bee n boarded up for so long."
ment the,Y issued, the death is
an '
the lfa nsac tion are in the midd le
Mark Tester, vice pres ident of

Zoo ele
triggers
.

0

.
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City to fmally
fill prime space
on State Street
0 Construction on retail space to begin in 2005
CTA connection, funded partly by
a city economic development
grant, will provide another point
The val uable propeny at 108 N.
of access between lines and a conState St., often called Block 37,
nectio n to the airpons. The site
has finally been sold for developal ready has a probable tenant.
ment.
Chicago's CBS affiliate, WBBMThe block in the middle of
Channel 2, is in negotiations with
State, Randolph, Washingto n and
the Mi lls Corp., according to
Dearborn streets has been vacant
Aimee Thompson,
Mills
since 1989 and has been owned employee.
by tile city of C hicago si nce
Developers have eyed the space
November 2002. The ci ty selectfor the duration of its vacancy, but
ed Virginia-based Mills Corp. to
though the land is centrally locatdevelo p the site, selling it fo r ed in the heart of the city, deals
$12.3 million, about $20 millio n
continued to fall thro ugh. Scales
less than the o riginal purchase.
attributes this both to the ebb and
The Mill s Corp. plans to begin flow of the real estate developthe first phase of building in 2005, ment cycle, and the way the city
which will yield a shopping cenwas approaching the deal.
ter with 400,000 square feet of
"We were asking for a giant
retail space at State and Rando lph plan, a o ne-shot kind of deal. It 's
streets. Later, Mills will begin a full city block in the heart of
work o n an underground CTA downtown-it 's a hefry task,"
connection between the Red and Scales said .
Blue lines as well as office space
The Mills Corp. was chosen
on Was hington and Dearborn. because of the ideas it brought to
The final phase of development the table, as well as its experience
will include 200 to 300 hotel units with retail projects, Scales
as well as residential units.
explained.
Though the c ity is losi ng .
The Mills Corp. deals primarily
money initially, the deal will be in deve loping retail spaces, their
lucrat ive in the future, making it a most recent endeavor being a
very good choice, sa id Pete shopping and entenainment cenScales, spokesman for the city's ter in S pain , Scales said .
Department o f Planning and
Thompson said plans for the
Development.
site ensure that different parts of
" It has been sitting vacant for the building will correspond with
so long th at peo ple have started to the area it is facing. For example,
get used 'to it as a park. In terms retail space is designed to face the
of the financial health of the city, shopping area on State, wh ile the
this is '.a crucial block," Scales offices will face the city buildi ngs
said.
on the Dearborn side. Block 37 is
According to Scales, the de vel- . located in a "vibrant area,"
opment will directly and indirect- Tho mpson said, referring to it as
ly provide $9 billion to the city "the ideal location."
over the next 10 years. The new
Though State Street has long
Bv Alicia Dorr
City Beai Edlor

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Block 37, 108 N. State St., which has been empty since 1989, was sold to developer Mills Corp. for
$12.3 million. Plans for the block include s ix stories of retail, office and civic space, and apartments.
A subterranean CTA connection between the Red and Blue lines will also be constructed fo r the
block.
been a shopping hub in the city,
the street has suffered financially
since the 1970s, Scales said . He
said the development of thi s key
pi ece of land will hopefully
attract busi nesses to the area
again.
"Retailers are a fickle bunch ,
and they do n't want to stake c laim
in an area with a questionable
future," Scales said. "We think
that wi ll change once we get the
ball rolling on this project."
The Chicago-based Northern
Realty G ro up's annual State
Street and Wabash Avenue surveys have shown increasing

vacancy rates in previous years.
This year the rates improved
sl ightly, leaving many hopeful
about a rebirth in the area. Joseph
Balasa, chief operating officer of
the Chicago land C ham ber of
Commerce, agrees that filling the
empty space at 108 N. State St. is
crucial to improvement.
" We believe it wi ll form a
resurgence in the area. We're
going to do something with that
highly valued property in
Chicago-from where we' re sitting there 's no thing but good
things about [the sale]." Balasa
said.

Another sign of revival in the
area is the replacement of the
Walgreens building on State and
Randolph with a more modern
structure. Scales said this building wi ll feature three to fo ur
fl oors of retail. The remainde-r
will be' condominium or apartment space.
The city is working very closely with the Mills Corp. to build up
the block in what Scales refers to
as a "rare partnership." The city
will have a say in everything,
from what retailers go into spaces
See Block 37, Page 20

Field Museum explores Incan culture
0 Artifacts from lost city of Machu Picchu reveal ancient way of life
"Everybody knows the mystery
of Machu Picchu," Salazar said,
"but this is the first time [the pubA new ex hibit at the Field
lic] can actually see the ani facts."
Museum offers visitors a rare
The exhibit begins in a dark
glimpse into Machu Picchu, the
theater room with a seven minute
lost city of the Incas in Peru.
fi lm about the wonders of Machu
"Machu P icchu is one of the
Picchu , with 5 square miles of
archaeological wonders of the
stone structures in a city with
world," said Hilary Hansen, proj miles o f roads hidden in the
ect manager for the ex hibit. "And
Andes Mo untains.
there's still so much to learn."
The scene in the next room
In fact, discoveries made just 10
shows a mannequin of American
years ago have suggested that
Hiram Bi ngham Ill discovering
Machu Picchu was used as a retreat
Machu Picchu in his 1911 - 12
for Inca royalty and their
expedition. Equipment used in
entourage, housing as many as 600
the expedition is o n display amid
people. This is pan of the reason
the si mulated rocky terrain of the
for the exhibit "Machu Picchu:
Andes.
Unveiling the Mystery of the
A journey to the next room is
Incas," which is five years in the
. accentuated by pano ramas of the
making, according to Lucy Salazar, highlands around Machu Picchu,
co-curator for the exhibit at the
whic h were considered sacred by
Field Museum, 1400 S. Lake Shore
the Incas.
Drive. Hundreds of anifacts were
Jewelry, pots, tools and sew ing
collected, restored and organized
needles are amo ng the 404 artiby archaeologi sts at the Yale facts on display, as well as colorPeabody Museum. This is the first fu l textiles that were considered
time many of the anifacts have left more valuable than gold by the
the Yale Museum since they were Incas. A replica of a llama is on
discovered in 1912.
display to emphasize the imporBy Frank Life
SlaffWriler

Associated Preu

Recent discovAries indicate Machu Picchu, an ancient city in
· Peru, was a popular vacation spot for lncan royalty. The Field
Museum's latest exhibit, 'Machu Picchu: Unveiling the Mystery of
the Incas,' takes a look at this lost culture.

tance of this animal to the li fe of
the Incas.
An interacti ve computer screen
in the middle of the exh ibit offers
visitors a virtual to ur of the
Machu Picchu site.
Visitors can walk on a simulated Incan sto ne road before arriving at the king 's chambers. A
mannequin of the king is heard
issui ng orders to a servant in his
native language of Quechua.
Cone-shaped skulls are on display near the end of the exhibit.
The Inca achieved thi s cone
shape by wrapping a cloth tightly
around babies' heads in order to
differentiate ethnic ity.
The epilogue po rtion of the
exhibit contains lncan pai ntings
done in a Spanish style to demonstrate the m"lding of cultures
after the Co nquistadors conquered Peru.
Th e exhibit will ru11 1111til Feb.
13, 2005. Tickets. which it~clude
ge11era/ admissio11, are $ 19 for
adults and $ 14 for stude11ts. For
mo re informatioll, call (312) 9229410 or visit the museum 's website, wWiv.jieldmuseum.org.
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Freedo01 DlUSeUDl
targeted for 20()6
0 Museum name to be selected from submissions
By Andrew Greiner
Edilor.n·Chlef

The McCormick Tribune
Foundation plans to embody
freedom in the Tribune Tower.
T he culminating event for the
foundation's 50th anni versary
celebration is the pe rmane nt
installation of a freedom museum
on Chicago's Magnificent Mi le.
The yet-to- be- named museum
will occupy the first two floors of
the Tribune Tower, 4 35 N.
M ichigan Ave., and wi ll feat ure
artistic representations of First
Amendment rights and civic
responsibility. It is slated to open
Apr il 1, 2006.
The museum will occupy the
space
c urrently
held
by
Hammacher Schlemmer, a novelty tool store.
The museum's exh ibits are
un known at th is point because
the fou ndation is holding an
international competition for artwork, as well as a separate competition for the museum's name.
Dave Anderson, director of
operations for the freedom museum at McCormick Museum
Foundation, an offshoot of the
McCormick Tribune Foundation,
said he is not sure what kind of
artwork to expect.
" It co uld be literally anyth ing,"
Anderson said. "We're not
expecting scu lpture, but it could
be. The artists have true freedom. "
The foundatio n's 50th cele-

Block37

brates years of accomplishment
s ince the death o f one-time
Chicago Tribune publisher Col.
Robert McCormick.
"[McCormick] was interested
in civi l ri ghts, particularly freedom of press, and he was a supporter of civic responsibili ty and
participation ," Anderson said .
"We feel [the museum] is a good
representation of McCormick."
The design of Tribune Tower
itself came from an international
competit ion held in 1922.
McCormick selected the design
of Raymond Hood and John
Howells, whose gothic build ing
is sti ll one of the city's architectural attractions.
"We piggybacked the competition idea," Anderson said.
The winner o f the des ign competition, which runs until the
un veiling of the mu seum in April
2006, w ill have his or her work
feat ured as the permanent centerpiece exhibit of the museum .
T he name of the museum will
also be selected through an open
competition. S ubmissions for the
museum's name must include the
word "McCormic k" in the title,
but not necessarily the word
"m useum. " Submissions are limited to five per contestant.
"What better way to include
the publ ic in a museum about
freedom than having them name
it?" Anderson said.
The winner of the naming
competition w ill receive a p laque

Eric DavlsfThe Cl)ronide

Hammacher Schlemmer, a novelty store in the Tribune Tower, 435 N. Michigan Ave., is the chosen
site of Chicago's proposed freedom museum. The museum is part of the McCormick Tribune
Foundation's 50th anniversary celebration and is slated to open tn Apnl 2006.
in the museum bearing his or her
name. There is no monetary prize
for naming the museum.
While the name for the museum might be a simple task,
depicting Fi rst Ame ndme nt
rights and civic responsibility
graph ically could be a challenge
fo r some artists. The fo undation
is unsure how some current First
Amendme nt iss ues should be
addressed.
"The P atriot Act is an area that
has been discussed by our staff,"
Anderson said. "How it will get
in there is unknown."
Freedom museums have been

Elepbant

Continued from Page / 9

to wh ich offi ces will be used and
for what purpose. Scales adds
that the city is a major stakeholder in the space.
One possible plan is the placement of a cas ino in the building.
The lllinois legislature may be
voting thi s fall on whether to grant
a city-owned casino to Ch icago.
However, Scales pointed out that
land-based casinos do not even
exist in Illinois at this time.

"Block 37 is centrally located
with great access to transportation, but it's one of a number of
sites the ci ty would look at, if and
when they got the legislation, and
that's a big if," Scales said.
Neighbors and organizations in
the area have raised onl y a few
concerns. In their letter of support to the Mills Corp ., the
Greater State Street Council,
which endorses the deve lopment,

popping up all around the nation.
A museum in Cincinnati deals
with the Underground Railroad
a nd a freedom museum in
Maryland ·centers on freedom of
th e press.
Anderson said the other museums are specific and that the
Tribune's museum will deal with
broader themes.
"Our. goal is to encourage people to exercise the ir freedoms."
Anderson said.
The foundation will target middle school and high school children and they pl an on working
with the Bill o f Rights Institute to

outli ned matters such as the proposed rooftop garden being made
accessible to the public, and that
unique retailers are chosen for the
site. For the most part, however,
the Mills Corp. and the city have
received positive feedback.
"The building was set to corres pond with what is around it,"
Thompson said. " It is designed to
add civic and cultural value to the
area as well as the city."

Courtesy Mills Corp.

Artist renderings of the plans for Block 37, 108 N. State St., outline plans for the retail space to face
State Street, while the civic and office spaces will face Dearborn Street.

develop a curricu)um for these
children. There are al so plans for
an annual conference of constitutional experts, Anderson said.
How much the museum will
stimulate the public is a mystery,
but the American Civil Liberties
Union said that it's worth a shot.
" I think that the botto m line is
there are all kinds of representations of our freedoms, traveling
e·xhibits suc h as the foundin g
documents. They play a central
role in helping Ameri cans to
understand our freedoms," said
Ed Yonka, spokesman fQr the
ACLU.

Continuedfrof!!·Page 18

~·
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it's now obvious the facility is
"The zoo is glossing over the not suitable for elephants."
fact that [Tatima) suffe red a
The campa ign agains t the .
serious crippling leg inj ury last Lincoln Park Zoo is part of a
year and was kep t isolated from larger PETA movement for elethe other two elephants," said phant-free zoos. PETA me mMeyer.
'
hers are seeking to phase out
Members of PETA said the elephant exh ibits from U.S.
Lincoln Park Zoo officials did zoos because they claim elenot do enough to nurse her back phants in captivity suffer a life
to health.
·
of chro nic physical ailments,
"The leg was stiff as a stick," social depravation , emotional
M adsen said. . - - - - -- -- - - - - - , star vation and ·
" I saw it two "TB can recur because of stress. p.r em a t' u r e
ago. A substandard e lephant exhibit, death.
weeks
She couJdn 't in combination with the s tress
As part of
bend it at all." of the move from San Diego, is the campaign,
Ac t j vi s t s
what caused her death."
PETA foc used
said Tatima's
on th e eleage when she -Nicole Meyer, PETA elephant phants at t he
died is another
specialist
Lincoln Par~
example of the
Zoo since the
facility's mistreatment of ele- arriva'l of three female elephants.
p Q;I.!ltS f rom S an Di~o in April
"Life expectancy for an ele- · ~003. Lo cal_.l'ETA acti vists
phant can be up to 80 y~al's h ave \lngaged in a lelte.r-writipg
old," Carlisle said. "She died at c~paign urgi ng local leaders
35."
to 'take a stand.
,,
~
T he. p~otest served as a m~ni- , ln a writte n- release,;Jlje zoo
memorial. The group of nine, expressed sadn~s and' regret
stood silent in a row b ehind a. over 'I)lt.ima:s· d,e,a.th, but mainpicture of the elephant sur~ 4)!'-ine~. that they followed lh.e
rounded by candles, inscribed proper <>ourse li)f actio.n in regard
with her date of b irth and· death. tq -her declining bealth. 'They
The demonstration was also included administerin~ antides igned to call attention to the il;lflamma\ory and pain relief
alleged inadequacy of the zoo medicatt<>ns; conducting (egular
to properly care for the two blood tests; and providing physremaining e lephants, Peaches lotberapy and hydrotherapy.
and Winkie.
Zoo officials have not
"The purpose is to raise pub· responded to the claims made.
lie awareness about the plighJ by PETA or its d!lman d that tbe
of the elephams at Lincoln Parle re maining elepl)ants be {etired
Zoo," Meyer said . " We be)ieve ~o a S\!Jlctuary,

ly cared for.

?
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Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classllled Advertising
leidillies
Your ldvertisemenT must be received by 5p.m. on
"e Thursd1y prior To The publishing daTe.

liTIS
Tile Columbia Chronicle charges S0.25 per word wiTh
1SS minimum. All classified ads musT be pre-paidin
lull prior To publicaTion. All ads will be published in
alphabeTical order.

Tllree Ways To Place aClassilied Ad
1Online

VisiTwww.columbiachronicleclassilieds.com.
2By Mall
Send your Typed or prinTed ad copy along wiTh your
lull name. city. state. zip code and phone number
with lull payment to: Chris Richert, 600 s. Michigan
Ave .• Chicago. IL 60605.
3By Fax

Faxyour typed or printed ad copy along with your
lull name, city, state. zip code and phone number
with lull payment to 312/344-8032.

Announcements

Apts/Rooms/Lofls

• • Nl Spring Break Website! Lowest pnces
guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks. Book II
people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-83 8202
PRO VOICE LESSO S - AS LOW AS S5!!!
Professionally Trained Vocalist & Vocal Coach
Offering Lessons for Beginner Students: liveliveliveagain @yahoo.com
A career journey begins with a single step at
Chicago Job Reso urce
www.chicagojobresource.com .
Want to go to Spring Break but you don't
know how to fund your trip? STA Travel wants
to send YOU to the sun for free! Please email
your interest to chi@statravel.com attention
Sylvia. Deadline is October 29, 2004.
Valet positions I runner, cashier, supervisor.
Come join our team at the new Hard Rock
Hotel Chicago. We are looking for ambitious
individuals for all positio ns. Full I part time &
flexible scheduling. Experience in valet or
hotel industry a plus. Valid D.L. & manual
transmission skills required. All applicants may
pick up applications @ the Hard Rock Hotel,
email resumes to cahchicago@yahoo.com.

LARGE 6 ROO I APART:\! E. T Fl RISHED OR CNFUR ' I HED I :!50 SQ. FT.
IDEAL FOR ROO:O.IATE 2 Bl·drooms "nh
'' alk-m c losets Eat m Knc hen \\lth \\alk-m
pantr) Appli a n c e ~ 1nc luded Ll\ 111g. room .
Dmmg.!Dcn \\lth \\,llk-m p.mtr~ :"C \\ C'afl"X:llng
and Heated ba ~ cboard registers th rougho ut
Enclosed rear porch \\ltb t:;ll shdmg '";do'' s
o verlooking large . pn\'atc back) ard fo r tenants
use. Bus Ro ute #8 Halsted nms 2-lhrs Orange
Line (Hals ted) runs 2-lhrs Bus ro ute #-l-l
Wallace Racine, #2-l Wentworth Red L1nc
(SOX35th) runs 2-l hrs Minutes to Columbia.
liT, UIC, DO\\ ntown Available unmcdHIICI)
$1200 plus I month 's sccunty 847-648-6403
E nter ta inme nt/Events
M4MUSA.com the #I gay college daung.
website IM chat and lOOO's o f picture ads.
America's largest gay dating service enter code
UC29.
Please check you r ad and report any errors to
us by the next issue's deadline so th at correcti ons can be made. We wi ll not be responsible
for errors o r failure to run an ad except to the
extent of the cost of the first insertio n of the ad.
We reserve the right to categorize. edit. and
refuse classified ads.

PART T IME W ORK
Excellent Pay!
Conditions Exist, a ll age 18+
Scholarship opportunities, Felixible Schedules,
Entry-level c ustomer sales/service
All Majors considered
Call Today 3 12-397-1570

Underground Cafe.
600 S. Michigan- Basement
Mon.- Tnurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3
Specials

October 25 -October 29
Everything Salad $4-50
Cho1ce of greens, tu rkey, ham, sw1ss cheese, cheddar cheesP, peppers,
o nion, cucumber, g arbanzos, sunflower seeds, cho 1ce of d1essmg

Breaded Cod Sandwich $4-25
Tarter sauce, cole slaw, potato ch1p:;

California Wrap $4.25
Seafood, nee, cucumber, da1kon. wasab1, p1ckled gmger

Soup: Mon- Cream of Chicken R1ce
Tues - Italian Wedd ing Soup
Wed - Chicken Gumbo
Thurs- Cheddar Cau liflower

The South Beach Diet.
Since low carbohydrate, high protein d iets have become so popular, we have d ecided to help In these endeavors ...
The Un derground cafe, the CoffM House a t hat Glass Curtain cafe...Will be featuring high protein, low carbohydrate meals, snacks, a deserts prepared
using t he South Beach Diet plan. They are items that should appeal to everyone, not only to dieters.
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City college workers
resort to picket lines
0 Part-time facu lty union may also strike soon
By Allison Borges
Coolnbul1ng Wnler

After arri ving at Harold
Washington College ready to
take hi s midterm exam the mo rning of Ocl. 20. a fru strated
Ja;,mie Andrews joined his
teachers on their picket line
instead.
"Don't put us in the middle of
iL I' m supposed to be in English
class gelli ng ready for an exam."
said Andrews. who suppo rts his
teachers and blamed administrators for missi ng class.
By day two the City Colleges
of Chicago strike was well unde r
way, with some 2,000 classes
being
can celed
Ocl.
18.
Teachers and students sa id its
effect has already been crippling.
Andrews is just one o f the
nearly 60,000 students and 750
members of the Cook County
Co llege Teachers Union now
affected by the CCC strike .
whic h began Ocl. 19.
"Each class meets o nl y twice a
week, we aren't learning eno ugh
as it is. and then with this strike-

Ghosts

I just think we're going to fa ll
way behind," said Chawanna
Cole. a first-year student.
At issue are concerns of overcrowd ing in the classroom ,
inc reased teacher workload and
heahh care premiums.
Mike Ruggeri. a full -lime facuhy member in Latin American
History at Harold Washington,
said he joined the picket line
because he is concerned abo ut
these issues, especially the lack
of space in the classrooms.
"We are giving tests where the
students sit shoulder-to-shoulder." said Ruggeri during his
march on the sidewalk. "We are
expected 10 teach in c lassrooms
where there aren't even enough
chai rs."
T he Teacher's Union cal led
the strike after six mo nth s of
contrac t negotiations failed to
produce an agreemenl. Whi le
City College's adm in istrati on
officials refused to comment at
the picket line, they released this
statement:
"We regret the disruptio n the

Associated Press

Members of Cook County Teachers Union Local1600 picket outside Kennedy-King College, 6800
S. Wentworth Ave., Oct. 19. The strike began Oct. 18 when approximately 2,000 city college classes were canceled.
union's action wi ll inevitably
cause to classes and to you, o ur
students. CCC remains ready,
willing and able to return to the
bargaining tab le as long as it
takes to reach an agreement."
However, many of CCC's fulltime faculty members, who have
been working withou t a contract
since July, believe the administration is now trying to strip what

liule power teachers have left.
"The way the facult y are
hired-the departments already
have no say, and now they will
have even less. It's a recipe for
political hiring patronage if I
have ever heard it," Ruggeri said.
The CCC includes seven local
colleges,
incl uding
Daley,
Truman, Wright, O live-Harvey,
Harold Washington, Kennedy-

King and Ma lcolm' X colleges.
The part-time facuhy members, who are a part of a different
union and work under a different
contract, are equally fru strated.
T hey have also been trying to
negotiate a new contract for a
year, to no avai I.
"I really do feel bact for the
teachers. They have fami li es to
feed," Cole said.

Cominued from Back Page

/ ; " Abraham Lincoln's
/
Train
On May l. 1865. Abraham
Lincoln's funeml train made a final
stop in Chicago before reaching its
destination, Springfield, Ill. Union
soldiers, townspeople. officialseveryone came out to the tracks
near Rooseveh Road to meet the
train and pay their respects.
Chicago residents camped o ut on
May I every year at this site to see
Lincoln's ghostly fune ra l tra in
arrive. People went to see the
Union soldiers and the ir 1860s
counterparts until sometime in the
1970s. when the trai n disappeared
into thin air for the last time.

b

The Re d Lion Pub

No one drinks alo ne at the Red
Lion Pub in Lincoln Park.
The pub at 2446 N. Lincol n Ave.
is the ho me of several spirits,
including a bearded man in black
cowboy attire who wanders around
the bar.
One of the most famous stories
of Red Lion 's hauntings mvolves a

F
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The site of the Eastland disaster on the Chicago River near the Clark and LaSalle Street bridges.
woman who was killed in one of
the upstairs rooms. The ghost now
locks people in the women's restroom, according to witnesses.
The other well-known ghost of
the Red Lion is the deceased father
of owner John Cardwell . The
owner paid tribute to his father by
installing a stained glass window
o n the staircase and hanging a
plaque below the window.

Eric Davlo/The Chronicle

The Red Lion Pub, 2446 N. Clark St., in Lincoln Park.

When passing the memorial , visitors have reported a person's touch
on their shoulders and occasional
dizzy spells.
It is stories like these that suggest
when closing time comes at the
Red Lion Pub, not everyone-or
everything- leaves.

7

Hull H o use

When Jane Addams opened the
Hull House, 800 S. Halsted St., in
1889 to help integrate immigrants
into society, she strongly discouraged legends and stories from the
o ld world being shared among the
immigrants living there. She felt
that these o ld tales kept the immigrants from Jelling go of old ties.
This policy backfired, however, as
the Hull House is now o ne of
Chicago's most haunted places.
Windows shatter out onto the
garden late at night, shutters open
and close when the building is
empty, lights tum on and off and
motio n detectors sense movement
where there is none. Some even
say they have seen a woman in
white, descending the staircase in
front hall. leaving some to wonder
if Jane Addams is still there.

The Eastland

Eastland was top-heavy and the
crew failed to compensate for this.
When a fireboat came up alongside
the Eastland and attempted to pass,
it created a wave that caused the
Eastland to tip over. Passengers on
the upper deck fell overboard into
the shallow water in one big heap.
The passengers on the lower
deck were ~o better off. They were
pinned against the Eastland's wall
with the boat's furniture piled 0 n
top of them.
The disaster claimed about 800
lives.
Today, pedestrians crossing the
Clark Street Bridge have said they
fee l drawn to the rail 10 look over
the edge. Sometimes when they
look over, they see bodies fl oating
in the water, and when police
respond to the reports, the bodies
are gone.
lnfomiCition for this repon was
acquired through C. T. Thieme of
Chicago Haumings ghost tours and
'Chicago Haums' by Ursula Bielski.

Seei ng a body floating in the
Chicago River would probably be a
bit shoc king. Seeing a
body floating in the
Ch icago River that disappears without a trace
would be downright
frighteni ng.
That's what some people have seen as they look
down the Chicago River
from the Clark Street
bridge in the River North
neighborhood,
and
researchers of paranomnal
believe
it's
activity
because of a boating disaster that occurred almost
90 years ago.
At 7 a.m. o n July 24,
1915, a group of nearly
2,000 Western Electric
employees and their fami lies were gathered aboard
the S.S. Eastland o n the
C hicago River to head
across Lake Michigan to
Michigan City, lnd., for
an employee picnic.
Then!u Scarbrough!The Chronicle
What the passengers The Jane Addams Hull House, 800 S.
did no t know was that the Halsted St., on the Near West Side.
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South Loop
blood drive
seeks donors
0 Donor Day founder asks students to participate
By Sarah M. Hetland
Staff Writer

It 's October, the time of year
for hot apple cider, colorful
leaves, Halloween frights andblood drives?
LifeSource is ho ldin g its
annual South Loop B lood
Donor Day on Oct. 30 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at G race Place,
637 S. Dea rborn St. The dri ve,
now in its ninth year, was
founded by ret ired federal
employee John McGuire. He
paired with LifeSource Blood
Services to host the mission
after becom ing aware of the
Jack of donors.
" We need I ,500 donations a
day, every day of the year, for
the me tropolitan area," said
McGuire, 70, a 23-year resident
of the South Loop. "We're talking hundreds of thousands of
donations, and that is without a
major disaster."
He hopes fo r a big turnout this
year, but the most he's seen is
about 75 people at this drive.
With winter approaching, this is
the time to get out and donate,
McGu ire said.
"A co uple of years ago, a
police officer was severely hurt
and they had to use about 200
blood donations in order to save
him ," McG uire said. This is
why there is a need to donate;
you nev er know what could
happen."
McGuire will have an application table set up by the
Res idence Center, 731 S.
Plymouth Court, this week. He
urges everyone to donate, and he
will be e ncouraging students and
other young people near the
dorm. They might not be aware
of the ex treme need to give
blood, McGuire said.
"Currently, less than 5 perce nt
of the people who are eligible
are ac tuall y givi ng blood,"
McGuire said. " Imagi ne if
everybody that could give gave

once a year. It's just not happening."
Tammy Basile, a spokeswoman for LifeSource, said the
hustle and bustle of the ho liday
season results in a trend every
year for low blood donations.
This causes a shortage and is
why October is the choice for
this annual mi ssion- to stock
up.
"E very time you give blood
you can save three Ji ves," Basile
sa id. "You never know who you
could be helping- it could be a
fr iend, a family member or a
neighbor."
Accordi ng
to
Basile,
LifeSource is the largest blood
supplier in Ill inois and the fourth
largest in the United States.
"By donating you can give
back to the community and to
yourself," Basile said.
To be eligible, donors must be
at least 17 years old, weigh at
least 110 pounds and be in good
physical health. Donors should
eat a good meal and drink plenty
of flu ids before giving blood,
LifeSource officials said.
McGuire believes people
don' t donate because of time
constraints and a lack of education on donation. LifeSource
can answer a ny questions with a
simple phone call , he said.
McGuire said if anyone is
interested in learn ing more about
how to make a difference, they
are welcome to visit a local
blood donation center. The closest location to the Sou th Loop is
the State of Il li nois Community
Donor Center, 100 W. Randolph
St.
McGuire said he donates the
max imum, which is every two
months . He hopes that others
will donate at least once a year at
drives such as this one.
Contact John McGu ire at
(312) 922 -2781 to schedule an
appointment; walk-ins are welcome. A photo ID is requ ired.
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. antasy ostume Headquarte rs, 4065 N. Milwaukee Ave ., President Bush Halloween masks are
selling. better than .John Kerry masks at a ra te of 2-to-1 . However, the store's best-selling politician
mask IS V1ce Pres 1dent Dick Cheney.

Politics get a little scary
0 George Bush masks outselling John Kerry masks at city costume shops
By Frank L~e
Staff Writer

tell which mask is selling the
most. However, he predicts that
George W. Bush is selling out.
Bush masks will sell more.
His Halloween masks are, that is.
"Bush has a funnier looking
face," Schwartz said. "He's like a
Izzy Rizzy's House of Tricks, a
South Side costume shop at 603 4
joking guy."
S. Pulaski Road, has sold its entire
Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Hil~y Clinton masks are beginstock of Bush masks. Its counternmg to sell at this store.
part, the John Kerry mask, has
The Bush mask has sold out
not sold at all , according to "I d ·»··· 't kn . b'". .,. ·[··"'" . •···· ' ., .. .
· , on .• • ow.w a>. pustomersl at fo ur Party City locations
owner Mike Rzeminski.
"I really don't know why are actually domg,~wtth [th~ ~usq around Chicago. At least 15
Bush
is
selling
out,"
m~~s].· It doesn t necessanly
masks were sold at one of the
mean they're s~pporting _him." stores, according to general
Rzeminski said. "It's probably
"'
<
···· ;:(:;
manager Curtis Thompson.
because he is the president and
more known to young people
1iirJ. fl~l'tnis,>/nariagerdf;
The location at 1755 W.

th~t Ke";!.;~tasy

were 18 Bush masks sold compa:;ed to .nine Kerry masks.
I don t know what [customers]
are actually doing with [the Bush
masks]," Dennis said. "It doesn't
necessarily mean they're supporting him."
The Mancow Muller show on
QIOI , 101.1 FM, satd whtchever

\>'
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Costum es
Headquarters, a mega-costume
shop at 4065 N. Milwaukee Ave.,
the best-selling political mask is
Dick Cheney, according to manager Tim Dennis.
"Perhaps it's because of his
facial expressions," Dennis said.
As for the battle between Bush
and Kerry, Bush is beating Kerry
by about 2-to- 1 in sales at Fantasy
Costumes. At one register, there

candidate's mask sold the most,
that candidate would win the election. No scientific evidence supports this theory, of course. T he
Richard Nixon, Bill Clinton and
Donald Trump masks are also
selling well.
The race at Card & Party Giant,
1880 W. Fullerton Ave., reflects
the national polls. Owner Chuck
Schwartz said it was too soon to

expected to have them for long.
The Party City at 34 17 N. Western
Ave. has made minimal sales with
the mask, selling only three.
A fair comparison to the Kerry
mask cannot be made because
Party City does not sell Kerry.
The company ordered products
for its 500 plus stores before the
Democratic National Convention
when Kerry accepted his nomination.
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C1rrB
City
By Jeff Danna & Alicia Dorr
City Beat Editors

Nearly three million people live
in Chicago, and that's wi th emphasis on the word " live."
To some, Chicago is not just
another city saturated with people--the spirits of the deceased
also inhabit it. Or, simply put,
Chicago is haunted.
'"Chicago is definitely one of the
most haunted c ities, if not in the
world, in the country," said C.T.
Thieme, researcher of the paranormal and gu ide for the Chicago
Hauntings ghost tour.
From wandering apparitions to
aggravating poltergeists, Chicago
is believed to be home to an assortment of otherworldly forces hiding
out in theaters, restaurants, ceme-

teries and every other location
imaginable.
City residents arc willing to listen to the haunti ng ta les out of

curiosity of the unknown and the
thrill of a good scare during the
Halloween season.
" I think the excitement that
comes with our uncertai nty of the
unknown and the fear we all have
inside us of what else is out there
!brings us here!," said Chicago resident Michael Mead on a trip to the
allegedly haunted Hull House on
the city 's Near West Side.
Mead said ghost lore is so fascinating because of good storytelling.
Angela Whitlow, a Prospect
Heights resident capti vated by
Chicago's ghostly history, agreed.
"'If a story has a factual element,
that makes it all the more intriguing," Whitlow said.
In the spirit of Halloween, The
Chronicle visited and researched
some of Chicago's most famous
hau nted sites to gain an understanding of the supernatural forces
that supposedl y live among us.
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The Iroquois Theater

While most people believe the
Great Chicago Fire of 187 1 was the
city's greatest tragedy, a more concentrated fire in a downtown theater
in 1903 surpassed that disaster's
death toll by more than 300 casualties and has left behind a gruesome
talc.
Built on the location now occupied by the Ford Center for the
Performing Arts, the Oriental
Theatre, 24 W. Randolph St., the
Iroquois Theater was a ritzy performance venue designed to ri val
Broadway's theaters in New York.
A few weeks after the Iroquois
opened in December 1903, the
musical "Mr. Blue Beard Jr." was at
the theater, and the place was
packed with about 800 people.
The show was going smoothly
unti l the second act, when the drapery hiding the stage caught fire
from a footlight. Soon, the set was

~

Lincoln Park

Going for a stroll through
Li ncoln Park, even at night, does
not seem like a scary endeavor for
most people. However, those who
decide to might have some interesti ng company. Lincoln Park
ghost stories range from groups
of people in early 1900s period
dress to post-World War 11 soldiers complaining of apparitions.
Policemen on night c hecks
when the park closes talk about
catching someone in their headlights and, after chasing them,
watching them disappear in the
air.
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ablaze and panic ensued.
When patrons rushed to the fire
exits, they found the doors chained
off. The Iroquois' owners had paid
off the ftre department to ignore fire
code violations so the owners could
keep people from sneaking into
shows through the fire exits. As a
result, more than 600 people died
from the inferno, and the floor was
7 feet deep with bodies.
Those who sat in the balcony that
down the ftre escape, but when the
door was opened, the people found
no ftre escape- j ust a five-story
drop into the alley behind the theater. As the crowd pushed out the
door, 150 people fell to their deaths.
While the Ford Center has
replaced the Iroquois Theater, legend has it that the location is inhabited by the victims' spirits. Inside,
disembodied footsteps can be
heard, and lights tum off and on
during productions. ln the alley,
people have reponed seeing a

?

Resurrection Mary

One of Chicago's most famous
ghosts technically docs not reside
in Chicago, but her story begins
downtown at Lake Street and
Wacker Drive.
"Resurrection Mary," as she is
known, is believed by some
researchers to be Mary Bregovy, a
young woman who died in 1934
and was buried in Resurrection
Cemetery in Justice, Ill.
After spending the night dancing
at the O' Henry Ballroom, now the
Willowbrook Ballroom, near
Resurrection Cemetery, Mary left
with several others in a car headed

Chicago.
After the infamous
Eastland disaster, many of the dead
Before 110 N. Carpenter St. was and dying were taken to this spot.
home to Harpo Studios and the When Winfrey bought the building
Oprah Winfrey Show, it was the in 1988 she had he<trd stories that
Second Regiment Armory in the fom1er armory was haunted, but
went on with renovations anyway.
. -- - - -- - - - - - - , Though Oprah docs not
grant interviews on the
subject and docs not discuss her own experiences, during the 16 years
Harpo has been in the
building, some employees' stories have leaked.
Corroborated stories of
light switches physically
being turned back on
' - - - - - -_..::=="-"----------' with no one around and
H arpo Studios
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Get your details straight
abo ut the supern atural
beings that may drift
aro und you in C hicago

•
Poltergeists are not necessari 1y the angry ghosts they're
often depicted to be. According
to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, poltergeists are merely mischievous ghosts. Many paranormal researchers go so far as to
say that self-aware ghosts have a
sense of humor.
• Some ghosts are like a Tape
Loop, said C.T. Thieme, tour
g uide for Chicago Hauntings.
They repeat the same experience

over and over, often o n the
anniversary of a tragic event.
•
Imprints are different than
tape looped ghosts . Sometimes
when a tragic event takes place,
it impacts so many at the same
time that it causes a thin veil
between the past and the prese nt , Thieme said.
• Graveyards often have a No
G hosts Policy, according to
Thieme. Employees of these
www.ColumbiiChromcl&.com

graveyards are under the threat
of being fired if they tell of
strange occurrences of ghosts in
the graveyard. Some Chicago
ghost hunters say that Rosehill
Cemetery, 5800 N. Ravenswood
Ave., is one of them.
•
Cold spots are measurable
phe nome na that paranormal
researchers say happen when a
ghost is in an area and the temperature drops considerably.

woman dressed in white meandering between the buildings. And
some have felt the touch of a hand
while no one is around.
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to Chicago. But Mary was killed
when the car struck a post supporting the el tracks above Lake and
Wacker.
Legend has it that in 1936, a man
spent an evening dancing with a
woman he met at the O'Henry
Ballroom. When he drove her
home down Archer Avenue, .she
asked to be dropped off in front of
Resurrection Cemetery, where she
vanished.
Since then, there have been
numerous reports of people
encountering Mary dressed in a
white evening gown as they pass
the cemetery where she is believed
to be buried.

people being locked inside their
own offices after claiming to see
apparitions are just some of the
things employees have confessed.
The most remarkable story: A
security guard walking through the
halls suddenJy smelled the scent of
perfume, but after he looked
around and saw nothing, he thought
little of it. When the guard got back
to the security center, the other
guards asked him why he didn't
stop the woman. Though he had
not seen any woman in the hall
with his eyes, the other security
guards had, and so had the security
cameras.

See Ghosts, Page 22
•
Paranormal activity is often
associated with places near
water. Because Chicago sits on
Lake Michigan , researchers
believe thls is why ghosts are
especially attached to Chicago.
•
Ghosts give off an electromagnetic pulse that can be
picked up by electromagnetic
field detectors.

- Compiled by Alicia Dorr

